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ABSTRACT 
MOTION ARTIFACT EVALUATION OF CORONARY CT ANGIOGRAPHY 
IMAGES 
 
 
Hongfeng Ma, M.S. 
 
Marquette University, 2017 
The objective of this dissertation was to develop and validate an automated 
algorithm to quantify motion artifact level on coronary CT angiography (CCTA) images. 
Unlike existing motion artifact reduction techniques that evaluate the relative level of 
motion artifacts within one exam, this dissertation aims to quantify the absolute level of 
motion artifacts across exams from varying patients. The ability to quantify absolute 
motion artifact level enables several potential applications, for example, assessing and 
comparing two motion artifact reduction techniques.  
This dissertation includes three specific aims. Aim 1 investigated the absolute 
motion artifact quantification effectiveness of six motion artifact metrics using phantom 
and clinical images. The six metrics included four existing metrics and two novel metrics: 
Fold Overlap Rate (FOR) and Low-Intensity Region Score (LIRS). Ground-truth motion 
artifact level was obtained by pairwise-comparison observer studies. The FOR and LIRS 
metrics demonstrated good agreement and linearity to the ground-truth observer scores. A 
compound metric of Motion Artifact Score (MAS), defined as the product of FOR and 
LIRS, further improved performance. 
In Aim 1, vessel and artifact regions were identified by thresholding for the 
phantom images and by manual segmentation for the clinical images. Aim 2 developed 
an automated Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm for clinical images. The algorithm 
included identification of right coronary artery (RCA) regions of interest (ROIs) and 
segmentation of vessel and shading artifacts, followed by calculation of the motion 
artifact metrics. Each step was validated against ground-truth results obtained by 
manually reader studies. Results shown that MAS calculated using the algorithm is 
within 10% of the values obtained using ground-truth segmentations. 
Aim 3 investigated one application of the Motion Artifact Quantification 
algorithm. The Motion Image Quality Decision algorithm was developed to automatically 
identify whether a CCTA dataset is of sufficient image quality or requires further 
correction. An observer study on 30 clinical datasets was performed to obtain the ground 
truth decisions. Fifteen of the datasets were used to identify algorithm thresholds for 
aggregating the MAS across slices. The remaining datasets were used to evaluate the 
algorithm. Results demonstrated algorithm sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 83.3% and 
total accuracy of 93.3%.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is also known as ischemic heart disease. When 
plaque builds up within the coronary artery walls, the artery becomes narrowed or 
blocked, thereby obstructing oxygen delivery to the myocardium. [12], [13] According to the 
American Heart Association (AHA), the annual direct and indirect cost of cardiovascular 
disease is estimated at $320.1 billion in the U.S. [14] 
Coronary Computed Tomography Angiography (CCTA) is a noninvasive cardiac 
imaging exam. Previous studies demonstrated the benefit of CCTA for detecting and 
diagnosing coronary artery disease. [15][16][17] Iodine-containing contrast agent is injected 
into the patient arm by intravenous injection, causing the arteries to appear bright in the 
CT images when the contrast agent mixes with blood. High resolution 3D image datasets 
are reconstructed to visualize coronary arteries and to assess stenosis and disease level. 
[18] 
CCTA images are collected while the heart is moving. Therefore, motion artifacts 
may present and blur or distort the images, which may make the dataset undiagnostic. 
FIG. 1 demonstrates coronary arteries with motion artifacts.  
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FIG. 1: Right Coronary Artery regions of CCTA images for two different patients. 
Motion artifacts can be seen in both images.  
Although numerous improvements have been made to CCTA acquisition 
techniques to reduce motion artifacts, residual motion artifacts may still be present in 
some datasets. Arrhythmia and tachycardia are potential causes of residual motion 
artifacts. A previous study determined that when the heart rate is less than 60 beats per 
minute (bpm), there are two low motion windows at diastole and systole. Images 
collected within the low motion windows may contain fewer motion artifacts. When the 
heart rate is between 60 bpm and 75 bpm, the low-motion timing windows become more 
narrow. When the heart rate is over 75 bpm, there may be no such low-motion window in 
which to acquire data.[19] 
Numerous improvements have been made to reduce motion artifacts in CCTA 
datasets. Accurate quantification of motion artifact severity is important for developing 
and evaluating these methods. Although motion artifact metrics have been used in motion 
artifact reduction algorithms, these metrics have not been validated. The purpose of this 
dissertation is to develop and validate algorithms that automatically quantify the absolute 
level of coronary artery motion artifact in a CCTA image set. Unlike existing motion 
artifact reduction techniques that evaluate the relative level of motion artifacts within one 
exam, this dissertation aims to quantify the absolute level of motion artifacts across 
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exams from varying patients. The ability to quantify absolute motion artifact level 
enables several potential applications, for example, assessing and comparing two motion 
artifact reduction techniques and automatically identifying datasets for motion artifact 
correction. The metrics in this study will be carefully validated with both phantom and 
clinical images.  
1.2 Computed Tomography and Artifacts 
Computed Tomography (CT) is a form of X-ray medical equipment. The world’s 
first X-ray image was acquired by Wilhelm Rontgen in 1895. [1] X-ray imaging 
revolutionized medicine by enabling noninvasive visualization of anatomy. However, 
pixel intensities of conventional radiography represent total X- ray attenuation along the 
path of each ray. Thus, low intensity anatomies are superimposed by high intensity 
structures, and spatial information along the direction of the x-ray projection is lost as 
well. [2] This limitation led to the emergence of the Computed Tomography (CT) imaging 
technique. 
A typical medical CT scanner consists of an X-ray tube, detector and other 
components. Both the tube and detector are mounted on a gantry, which rotates around 
the object while acquiring x-ray projections. X-ray projection data at hundreds to 
thousands of view angles are collected and used to reconstruct tomographic images. CT 
images represent X-ray attenuation of the material at each pixel location. The image 
intensities, called CT numbers, are the X-ray attenuation coefficients normalized by 
water. One tomographic image represents a cross sectional slice at one location along the 
longitudinal axis (head-foot direction). Multiple continuous slices are reconstructed and 
constitute a volume dataset.  
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The world’s first CT image was reconstructed for clinical use in 1971. [3] Since 
then CT scanners have gone through numerous technological developments, as illustrated 
in FIG. 2. [4] In the first generation of CT scanners, the tube and the detector translated to 
irradiate the object, then rotated by a small angle. The translation and rotation process 
was then repeated until sufficient projection data was acquired to reconstruct an image. 
Data collection required more than 4 minutes with the translate-rotation parallel beam 
system. [5] Later, in the second generation of CT scanners, the parallel beam was replaced 
by multiple pencil beams to reduce rotation times, and thus to shorten scan time. The 
third generation of CT is a fan beam rotation geometry system, in which the detector 
arrays are a circular arc centered across from the tube focal spot. The third generation 
approach shortened scan time substantially, especially after slip ring technology was 
introduced to transmit power and electrical signals between stationary and rotating 
components on the gantry. The third generation of CT scanners that used more detector 
arrays in the slice dimension are called cone beam CT or multi-slice CT systems. A wider 
beam increases the volume of anatomy that is scanned simultaneously, thereby improving 
temporal resolution and enabling the imaging of organs such as the heart in a single 
rotation. Most current CT scanners that are in use are third generation systems.  
All images, experiments, analysis and conclusions in this dissertation are based on 
the third generation of CT scanner. 
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FIG. 2: Illustration of the evolution in CT scanner technology. From left to right: 
translate-rotate, fan beam and cone beam CT scanner geometries 
For an ideal CT system, the tube focal spot is infinitely small and stable and emits 
monochromatic photons.  Ideally, the responses of the detector arrays are consistent 
across and pixels and time, and also instantaneous, with infinitely small pixels. An ideal 
reconstruction algorithm would perform a perfect inversion to recover the exact object.  
In reality, the tube focal spot has finite dimension, and is movable. The X-ray spectrum 
used in CT is polychromatic. The detector response may drift with temporal, thermal, 
spectral and other factors, while also varying across pixels. The CT system contains 
misalignments, including the arrangement of detector arrays, detector to tube 
misalignment, and beam center to isocenter misalignment. The reconstruction algorithm 
can also introduce errors in the image. Such imperfections may cause discrepancy 
between the reconstructed CT number in the image and the CT number derived from the 
true linear attenuation coefficient of the object. The discrepancies are called artifacts. 
Physical effects such as beam hardening and scatter can also contribute to the severity of 
motion artifacts. Artifacts degrade image quality and may cause incorrect diagnosis or 
limit the ability to make clinical decisions. Therefore, artifacts must be eliminated or 
reduced before the images are presented to readers. 
Object 
X-ray tube 
Detect
or 
Object 
X-ray tube 
Detector Detector 
X-ray tube 
Z-axis 
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For example, aliasing artifacts will appear if the data acquisition system fails to 
meet the sampling theorem, i.e. the samples must be acquired at a rate exceeding twice 
the highest frequency content of the object image. [6] Aliasing artifacts can be reduced by 
increasing the number of views and offsetting the detector a quarter of the detector pixel 
length, which doubles the sampling frequency as the projections at α and 180°+α are 
shifted by half of the pixel dimension.  However, even with quarter-offset acquisition, 
aliasing artifacts can be visible near image objects with strong edges.  
When polychromatic X-rays pass through an object, the lower energy photons 
(soft beam) of the X-ray spectrum are more likely to be attenuated and absorbed, i.e. the 
beam is hardened when it passes through the object. If the reconstruction algorithm 
assumes linear beam attenuation, as is the case with the most commonly used 
reconstruction approach of Filtered Back Projection (FBP), beam hardening artifacts will 
appear, especially when object attenuation is high. [7] Beam hardening artifacts manifest 
as cupping artifacts and shading artifacts around high intensity objects such as metal and 
bones. Numerous methods have been proposed to correct beam hardening artifacts. 
[8][9][10] 
Compton scatter causes X-ray photons to change direction and to be detected by 
the incorrect detector pixel. [11] Scatter causes shading and cupping artifacts, and can be 
reduced by placing a collimator on the detector to reject some scattered rays.  
Motion artifacts are caused by the object moving during scan, for example due to 
respiration or the beating heart. Motion artifacts occur because the reconstruction 
algorithm assumes that x-ray projections acquired at different view angles are consistent 
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with one another, which is equivalent to an assumption of a stationary object.  Motion 
causes image blur, object deformation and shading artifacts within the image.  
1.3 Current CCTA Motion Artifact Reduction Techniques 
Coronary arteries are small and move fast. The artery movements during a scan 
are relatively smaller if scan time is shorter, thereby generally reducing the level of 
motion artifacts. Current CT scanners are designed to improve temporal resolution as 
temporal resolution is the bottleneck to reconstructing images free of motion artifacts. 
The fastest gantry speed is currently 0.27 second per rotation. [20] The highest temporal 
resolution, defined as the window of time required to perform one scan, is 75 ms on a 
dual-source CT scanner.  The dual-source CT scanner is comprised of two data 
acquisition systems, offset by 90 degrees, on a single gantry.  The two source-detector 
pairs acquire data simultaneously. [21] In a different approach, wide-cone beam CT 
systems have been developed to complete a cardiac scan in one heartbeat, for example 
with detector coverage at isocenter of 160 mm. [22],[23] However, no current CT scanner 
can reconstruct artifact-free coronary CT images at any arbitrary stage of the cardiac 
cycle.  
Heart movement is variable during a cardiac cycle. The low motion states were 
determined to be approximately 35%, 50%, 55% or 70% of the R-R interval for different 
heart rate ranges based on right coronary artery velocity. [24] Prospective and 
retrospective ECG gating are used in CCTA imaging to capture low motion states and to 
reduce X-ray exposure. [24] Prospective gating performs acquisition at a narrower timing 
window around the expected low-motion state of the cardiac cycle and turns off the tube 
at other times to reduce X-ray exposure. The quiescent state prediction may fail due to 
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arrhythmias and tachycardia. Retrospective gating takes additional projections than 
prospective gating so that images at multiple states can be reconstructed. Each 
reconstructed image volume uses projections of a time span, called a phase. Phases are 
usually named as a percentage of the ECG R-R interval. The best phase is the one 
reconstructed by projections collected in the most quiescent state. FIG. 3 is an example of 
images shown at the same slice but at different phases of the cardiac cycle.  In this 
example, the 43% R-R interval was determined as the lowest-motion phase by a previous 
study. [26] This previous algorithm detected the right coronary artery (RCA), left anterior 
descending (LAD) and left circumflex (LCX), then used a combination of a match 
filtered, artery-to-myocardium gradient metric, and artery compactness metric to 
determine the lowest-motion phase [26]. Another approach proposed determining the 
lowest-motion phase by calculating the correlation coefficient between adjacent phases. 
The best phase is identified as the one with the minimum correlation deviation. [27], [28]  
 
  
FIG. 3: Each image corresponds to the same slice of right coronary artery at different 
phases of the cardiac cycle. The phase of the R-R cycle at which the image was acquired 
is displayed on each image.  
40% 43% 45% 47% 
51% 53% 55% 57% 
49% 
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While best phase algorithms determine the lowest-motion phase for display, they 
do not ensure that the best phase is free of motion artifacts or of is sufficient diagnostic 
image quality. Residual motion artifacts may exist and may cause the images to be 
unacceptable for diagnosis. Motion correction algorithms have been proposed and 
clinically implemented to reduce residual motion artifacts. [29][30][31][32] One previous 
study used Motion Artifacts Metrics (MAM) to score image quality and then optimized 
the CT reconstruction based on a MAM gradient descent algorithm. [31] Another approach 
characterized artery motion by a bi-directional label point matching method and then 
compensated the motion to a target phase during reconstruction. [32] 
1.4 Existing Metrics to Quantify Coronary Motion Artifacts 
Motion artifacts are caused by inconsistencies in projection data due to vessel 
motion. The appearance of motion artifacts depends on a complex relationship between 
patient and acquisition factors. The artifacts depend on the direction and velocity of 
vessel motion relative to the projection direction during a scan.  Vessels whose motion 
has higher velocity in the direction perpendicular to the projection direction usually have 
more severe motion artifacts than vessels with lower motion velocity. Therefore, motion 
artifact level depends on heart rate, heart rate variability, gating, gantry speed and gantry 
angle, and vessel properties. Artifact size and intensity generally increase with vessel size 
and intensity, respectively. For example, a previous study demonstrated the complexity of 
motion artifacts. [31] Even if the modeled vessel motion is linear with constant velocity, 
different motion directions and gantry start angles will lead to a large variety in the 
degree of motion artifacts. 
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Because of the complexity of motion artifacts, it is difficult to quantify motion 
effects individually. Therefore, previous studies have proposed motion artifact metrics to 
quantify the level of overall motion or severity of motion artifacts. Previous studies used 
correlation coefficient of adjacent phases to quantify motion. [27],[28] A different study 
measured motion directly by extracting coronary artery centerlines and calculating the 
difference between centerlines at two phases. [32] Positivity and entropy were used to 
quantify the severity of motion artifacts. [31] Positivity is a metric to measure the intensity 
and area of low-intensity shading artifacts. Image regions containing motion artifacts 
have higher entropy, as motion artifacts blur the image. Normalized circularity was also 
previously proposed to quantify how similar the vessel shape is to a disk. [26] 
The existing motion artifact metrics were developed for quantifying the relative 
level of motion artifact within a single exam, for example, finding the lowest motion 
phase within one exam or optimizing the reconstruction parameters for a specific exam to 
reduce motion artifacts. In these previous examples, the metrics need only represent the 
relative change in motion artifact level for a particular patient and vessel. The goal of this 
dissertation is to develop CCTA motion artifact metrics that quantify the absolute level of 
motion artifact across different artery diameters, contrast agent concentrations and 
appearance of calcification and soft plaques.  
1.5 Limitations of Existing Motion Artifact Metrics 
Previously proposed CCTA motion artifacts metrics, intended to quantify the 
relative level of motion within a single exam, are generally ineffective for quantifying the 
absolute level of motion across different patient datasets and scanning conditions.  To 
demonstrate this limitation of existing metrics, FIG. 4 presents three patient cases. For 
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each patient and each available reconstructed phase, an Image Quality (IQ) score was 
calculated based on the product of two motion artifact metrics: edge score and circularity 
[26]. For each patient case, the phase with the highest IQ score is the best phase, i.e. higher 
score indicates better image quality within one exam. FIG. 4 plots the IQ score across 
reconstructed phase for each of the patient exams. The vessel Region Of Interest (ROI) 
reconstructed at the best phase is also displayed for each patient. [26] Within each exam, 
the maximum IQ score effectively determined the phase with highest image quality.  The 
challenges in using these metrics to absolutely quantify the level of motion artifact can be 
seen when comparing the IQ scores across patient exams in FIG. 4.  For example, exams 
(a) and (b) demonstrate similar best phase IQ scores, while exam (a) has considerably 
higher image quality.  Exams (b) and (c) have similar motion artifact level, but exam (c) 
has higher best phase IQ score than exam (b). Overall, when comparing IQ scores across 
exams, the IQ scores do not represent the change in motion artifact severity across 
patients. 
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FIG. 4: The RCA IQ score developed in previous work [26] is plotted for different phases 
of the cardiac cycle.  Each plot represents a different patient.  The vessel ROI 
reconstructed at the best phase is also displayed for each patient, where the best phase is 
identified as the phase with the highest RCA IQ score. 
Another issue with existing motion artifact metrics is the lack of validation 
studies.  The lack of ground-truth motion artifact severity data makes it challenging to 
assess the effectiveness of motion artifact metrics. 
One previous study evaluated a motion correction algorithm with both phantom 
data and clinical data. [31] In the phantom study, Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) 
and Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) were used to measure image quality 
improvement after correction. Both NCC and RMSD were compared for corrected 
images and motion-artifact-free images that were obtained through a static scan.  Another 
previous study assessed a motion correction algorithm by simulating a moving stenotic 
vessel. [33] Error ratio and stenosis fraction ratio were two metrics to evaluate the 
difference between the uncorrected vessel, corrected vessel, and the static, ground-truth 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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vessel. These previous validation methods cannot be directly applied to clinical data due 
to the lack of a static vessel as ground truth. In other studies, the performance of motion 
correction algorithms was clinically evaluated by subjective evaluation of images before 
and after correction. [31][33] To our knowledge, no existing metrics have been validated for 
quantifying absolute motion artifact level in clinical images. 
1.6 Purpose and Challenges 
This dissertation aims to develop and validate algorithms that automatically 
quantify the absolute level of coronary artery motion artifact in a CCTA image set. As 
opposed to previous studies that developed metrics for relative motion artifact 
quantification across different phases of the same exam, this work develops and validates 
metrics that quantify motion artifact levels across different patient studies with varying 
characteristics such as vessels size, contrast, image noise and spatial resolution. The 
ability to quantify absolute motion artifact level enables several potential applications, for 
example evaluating motion reduction techniques across a range of patients and scanners.  
While the proposed Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm has several potential 
applications, in this work the method is applied to the specific example of classifying 
datasets as adequate diagnostic quality or requiring additional motion correction. This 
automated Motion IQ Decision algorithm could be beneficial for assessing and 
comparing motion correction techniques. The automated Motion IQ Decision method 
could also potentially improve workflow by enabling automatic application of motion 
correction only for datasets that need correction, while potentially minimizing 
computation time for studies of adequate diagnostic quality. For example, previously 
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proposed motion correction algorithms require multiple or iterative reconstructions which 
can be computationally expensive. [31][32] 
The algorithms and metrics developed in this work may also be used to evaluate 
and optimize different motion compensation techniques, including acquisition, 
reconstruction, and correction approaches. For example, a previous study proposed an 
optimization-based motion compensating reconstruction approach, in which motion is 
estimated and compensated by minimizing metrics of motion artifacts. [31]  Successful 
completion of this dissertation will provide validated motion artifact metrics to be used in 
such optimization-based approaches. The Motion IQ Decision algorithm that will be 
developed and validated in this work could be used to compare different motion 
correction approaches, by quantitatively determining which correction method is most 
effective at providing images of adequate diagnostic quality. 
The coronary artery anatomy includes three main branches, Right Coronary 
Artery (RCA), Left Anterior Descending artery (LAD) and Left Circumflex artery 
(LCX). Since the four chambers of the heart do not dilate and contract at the same pace, 
motion artifacts may appear on any segment of any coronary artery. One previous study 
measured vessel velocity on each segment of each artery. [19] The fastest velocity was 
measured on the RCA.  Also, the mean RCA velocity was faster than that of the left 
vessels. Therefore, the highest motion artifacts of a CCTA dataset are more likely appear 
on the RCA rather than the left vessels, i.e. the RCA may represent the motion artifact 
level of the whole cardiac region. If this assumption is proven to be true, motion artifact 
quantification will be simplified to the problem of RCA motion artifact quantification. 
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1.7 Specific Aims 
1.7.1 Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1:  
Coronary artery motion artifact metrics that correlate with human observer image 
quality evaluation (the ground truth) can be calculated. 
Hypothesis 2: 
An algorithm based on the through-plane RCA vessel segment can classify 
datasets as having adequate image quality or requiring additional motion correction. 
Sensitivity and specificity are indicators of agreement between the algorithm and the 
ground truth expert opinions.  
1.7.2 Specific Aim 1: Develop and Validate Metrics to Quantify Absolute Motion 
Artifact Level 
The Aim 1 methods first analyze motion artifact factors and characteristics. Two 
novel metrics, Fold Overlap Rate (FOR) and Low Intensity Region Score (LIRS), are 
proposed based on the investigated motion artifact characteristics.  
The effectiveness of six motion artifact metrics, including the two novel metrics, 
are then quantified through a phantom study. By modeling different artery diameters, 
contrast agent concentrations and pathologies, the phantom study validates how well the 
metrics quantified the absolute motion artifact level across different conditions.  An 
observer study on the phantom data is performed to establish the ground-truth level of 
motion artifact. The observer study and validation study are then repeated using clinical 
image datasets.  Kendall’s Tau coefficient and linear regression are the measures of 
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agreement between the metrics and the reader ground truth. Metrics with high Kendall’s 
Tau coefficient and good linearity are selected for the Aim 2 and Aim 3 studies. 
1.7.3 Specific Aim 2: Develop and Validate Motion Artifact Quantification 
Algorithm 
Aim 2 develops a series of algorithmic steps to automatically calculate the motion 
artifact metrics for clinical images.  This work assumes that the through-plane segment of 
the RCA represents the level of cardiac motion.  This assumption is based on a previous 
study that demonstrated that the fastest coronary artery velocity was measured on the 
RCA through-plane segment. [34] Therefore, to calculate the metrics on through-plane 
RCA slices, an algorithm is needed to identify the RCA location on each slice for which 
the vessel is orientation is perpendicular to the slice plane.  Algorithms to segment the 
vessel and shading artifact regions within the RCA ROIs, as required for calculating the 
motion artifact metrics, are then developed and validated. The segmentation algorithms 
are validated by Dice coefficient, [34] which compares algorithm-segmented regions with 
ground-truth segmentations. The ground-truth segmentation is obtained by manual expert 
segmentation and the Simultaneous Truth And Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE) 
method. [36] 
1.7.4 Specific Aim 3: Develop and Validate Motion IQ Decision Algorithm 
Aim 1 validated the agreement between the metrics and motion artifact level. At 
the completion of Aim 2, an automated algorithm will be validated for calculating the 
metrics on each slice. However, the metrics do not indicate the decision of whether the 
CCTA dataset is of sufficient image quality or requires additional correction.  Aim 3 will 
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establish criteria to classify whether the dataset is of sufficient image quality, by 
combining the metric values across all through-plane slices.  
Both the criteria effectiveness and the parameters (e.g. metric thresholds) are 
investigated in this Aim by Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve techniques. 
[37] 
A set of CCTA exams are used to validate the Motion IQ Decision algorithm. The 
ground truth classification is based on expert reader studies. Sensitivity and specificity of 
the Motion IQ Decision algorithm are calculated as indicators of algorithm performance.  
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CHAPTER 2: AIM 1: DEVELOP AND VALIDATE METRICS TO QUANTIFY 
ABSOLUTE MOTION ARTIFACT LEVEL  
2.1 Motion Artifact Factors and Patterns 
Motion artifacts are caused by inconsistencies in projection data due to vessel 
motion. The artifacts depend on the direction and velocity of vessel motion relative to the 
projection direction, and thus depend on heart rate, heart rate variability, gating, gantry 
speed, and gantry angle, as well as vessel properties such as vessel size, contrast level, 
and motion velocity.  
Although the appearance of motion artifacts depends on a complex relationship 
between patient and acquisition factors, motion artifacts present as vessel deformation 
and low-intensity shading artifacts. Motion artifacts can be classified into different 
patterns of vessel deformation, as shown in FIG. 5: 
 
 
FIG. 5: Motion artifacts patterns. (a) Artifact free image (b) Crescent, (c) Tails, (d) 
Horns. The images are extracted regions of interest (ROIs) extracted from the phantom 
study described in Section 2.3. 
Crescent: the vessel appears with a crescent shape. The orientation of the 
crescent is determined by both the CT gantry start angle and the direction of vessel 
movement. FIG. 5 (b) shows that low intensity shading artifacts are present in addition to 
the vessel deformation.  
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Tails and horns: the vessel has a distinguishable core and one or more high 
intensity tails (See FIG. 5 (c)). When the vessel displacement is short, the tails are short 
which look like horns (FIG. 5 (d)). Dark shading is observed between the tails/horns. 
2.2 Motion Artifacts Metrics 
This section describes the motion artifact metrics investigated in this work.  Each 
metric is calculated on a ROI extracted around the vessel, which includes the vessel, 
shading artifacts and the vessel background. 
Motion artifact metrics in previous studies were developed for quantifying the 
relative level of motion artifacts within a single exam. The performance of these metrics 
for absolutely quantifying motion artifact level across patients and vessels is unknown. 
Previously proposed metrics may vary with factors such as vessel size, contrast, and the 
appearance of calcifications and soft plaques.  These factors are constant or vary slightly 
within one exam but vary across patients.   
This study evaluates four existing metrics (positivity, entropy, normalized 
circularity and gray-level co-occurrence matrix) for absolute motion artifact 
quantification and develops two additional metrics: Fold Overlap Ratio (FOR) measures 
vessel symmetry and Low Intensity Region Score (LIRS) measures the intensity and area 
of low-intensity shading regions. Unlike previously proposed motion artifact metrics, the 
FOR and LIRS metrics were designed for absolute quantification of motion artifact level.  
For example, FOR measures vessel symmetry independently of vessel diameter and 
intensity. LIRS is designed as a function of values that are relative to the vessel intensity 
and size. 
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2.2.1 Entropy 
A metric of entropy was previously proposed for quantifying motion artifacts. [31] 
Entropy is given by 
  ( )ln ( )ent
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where h is the intensity of a pixel in a vessel ROI, and p(h) is the probability distribution 
describing the probability that a given pixel has intensity h. As in previous motion artifact 
metric work, p(h) was estimated using a Parzen-window technique, [38] 
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The entropy metric is relatively small when the intensities within the extracted 
ROI concentrate in a narrow range. The entropy metric increases as the intensity values 
become more widely distributed. The entropy range is from zero to one with zero 
representing an ROI with uniform intensity. 
Motion causes vessel deformation and low intensity shading. These artifacts 
expand the distribution of image intensities, causing higher entropy values.  One 
advantage of the entropy method is that it does not require segmentation of the vessel or 
shading artifact regions. 
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2.2.2 Positivity 
A metric of positivity was previously proposed to guide motion correction and 
reconstruction. [31] The positivity metric is designed to penalize outlier pixels with low 
intensity values. Positivity is defined as  
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where ℎ𝑗  is the intensity of the j
th pixel of the vessel ROI. Shading artifacts are assumed 
to have lower intensity than the myocardium. In previous work, the myocardium intensity 
was calculated as the mean value of the pixels surrounding the coronary artery. The 
threshold 𝑇 was defined as the myocardium intensity minus the standard deviation of the 
myocardium, which is expected to identify the shading artifacts while reducing sensitivity 
to noise. The range of positivity is [0, ∞), with zero corresponding to the absence of 
shading artifacts. 
2.2.3 Normalized Circularity 
A metric of circularity was previously proposed to quantify motion artifacts, [26] 
as through-plane vessels appear as circles when static and deform with motion. The 
circularity metric is calculated on a binary image representing the segmented vessel 
region. Circularity is defined as  
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where A and p are area and perimeter of the segmented binary vessel. The circularity of a 
perfect circle is equal to one, with non-circular shapes having circularity greater than one. 
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Since A and p are measured on a pixelized image, the circularity value may be less than 
one in some cases due to discretization errors. As in the previous work, [26] the circularity 
values were transformed to have a range of zero to one, with a value of zero indicating 
high deformation and a value of one indicating a perfect circle. The transformation 
function, (Eq.6) assumes that vessels with Lcirc > 2 represent high deformation and are 
assigned a metric value of zero. The transformed circularity is called normalized 
circularity in this study. 
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2.2.4 Fold Overlap Rate (FOR) 
The Fold Overlap Ratio (FOR) is a metric of symmetry proposed in this 
dissertation to measure vessel deformation. It is calculated from a binary image of the 
segmented vessel region. The binary image is folded along an axis passing through the 
segmented vessel centroid. The segmented binary vessel pixels are then divided into two 
subsets, V1 and V2, by the axis, where V1 represents the region that was held stationary 
while V2 is the region that was folded over the axis. FOR is defined as the ratio of the 
number of pixels in the intersection of V1 and V2 to the number of pixels in the union of 
V1 and V2 
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       (7) 
A static vessel in the through-plane orientation appears circular in a cross-
sectional CT. Therefore, the FOR of a static through-plane vessel is close to one. A 
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deformed vessel may have a high FOR when folded across some axes. We selected two 
orthogonal axes, vertical and horizontal, with the smaller FOR selected to represent the 
FOR of the vessel,  
𝐿𝐹𝑂𝑅_𝑉 = min⁡{𝐿𝐹𝑂𝑅_𝑣𝑒𝑟 , 𝐿𝐹𝑂𝑅_ℎ𝑜𝑟}     (8) 
where 𝐿𝐹𝑂𝑅_𝑣𝑒𝑟 and 𝐿𝐹𝑂𝑅_ℎ𝑜𝑟 are the FOR values obtained by folding across the vertical 
and horizontal axes, respectively. The vessel FOR calculation is shown in the flowchart 
of FIG. 6. 
 
 
FIG. 6: Vessel FOR calculation flowchart. The dark point in the binary images 
represents the vessel region centroid 
2.2.5 Low Intensity Region Score (LIRS) 
Low intensity motion shading artifacts depend on vessel size, contrast, and 
motion, as well as scan conditions and the reconstruction algorithm. As the severity of the 
motion artifact increases, the low intensity shading generally becomes larger in area and 
more negative in intensity. However, in addition to the effects of motion, the size of the 
shading artifact increases with vessel size, while the shading intensity decreases with 
increasing vessel contrast. The Positivity metric described in Section 2.2.2 penalizes the 
size and intensity of the artifact region, without considering the vessel properties. 
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Therefore, the positivity metric may over penalize large and bright vessels, while being 
less sensitive to motion artifacts in vessels that are small or have less contrast. 
To overcome these potential issues with the positivity metric, a Low Intensity 
Region Score (LIRS) metric is proposed instead.  The Low Intensity Region Intensity 
Score (LIR-IS) quantifies the low intensity shading relative to the background intensity. 
LIR-IS is expressed as: 
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where 𝐼?̅?𝐼𝑅 is the mean intensity in the dark shading region and 𝐼?̅?𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 denotes the 
mean intensity of the vessel background (i.e., the myocardium in clinical images). In a 
CT image, the reconstructed pixel values are converted to Hounsfield Units, in which the 
image intensity of water is 0 and the intensity of is -1024.  Therefore, in Eq. (9) all 
intensities are offset by 1024 to ensure a positive relative fraction. This metric requires a 
method to identify the low intensity shading regions, similar to the positivity metric. 
Since the intensity within the dark shading region is always lower than background 
tissue, the range of the LIR-IS metric is (0, 1), where zero indicates severe artifact. If the 
image has no identified dark shading, LIR-IS is set to one. 
The Low Intensity Region Area Score (LIR-AS) is defined as 
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where 𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑅 is the total area of all segmented low intensity shading regions in the vessel 
ROI, and 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑠 the area of the segmented vessel region. The LIR-AS metric quantifies the 
low intensity shading artifact size relative to the vessel size, so that the metric can be 
sensitive to artifacts in small vessels without penalizing larger vessels.  Since the low 
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intensity shading region is usually smaller than the vessel region, LIR-AS ranges from 
zero to one, with one indicating a region without dark shading artifact. 
The LIRS metric is defined as the average of the LIR-IS and the LIR-AS metrics. 
The range of the LIRS metric is (0, 1], with zero corresponding to severe artifact and one 
corresponding to no artifact. 
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2.2.6 Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) 
The GLCM of an image quantifies the co-occurrence of gray levels for different 
position offsets and is commonly used as metric of texture. [44] This study uses the 
position operator “one pixel to the right and one pixel down”, in which the GLCM entry 
Cij is the number of pixels for which the left neighbor pixel intensity equals i and the 
below neighbor pixel intensity equals j. Each GLCM entry is then normalized by: 
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After being normalized, the GLCM entry cij represents the co-occurrence probabilities. 
The number of pixels in a vessel ROI is insufficient for accurately estimating the GLCM 
for the 2000 HU range of gray levels in a CT image, which would require a 2000 x 2000 
matrix.  The typical CT image resolution is 512×512, while the vessel ROI is even 
smaller. For this reason, the CT images are quantized to 16 gray-levels in this study, prior 
to calculating the GLCM. FIG. 7 presents GLCM examples of vessels with and without 
motion artifacts. 
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FIG. 7: GLCM examples. The top row of images correspond to a vessel with high level of 
motion artifact.  The bottom row of images correspond to a static vessel.  The columns 
represent (a) the original vessel ROIs, (b), the ROIs quantized to 16 gray levels, and (c) 
the resulting GLCM with position operator “one pixel to the right and one pixel down.”  
 As seen in FIG 7, the GLCM of the static vessel contains intensities that are 
generally separated into two distinct clusters, the vessel and background. In comparison, 
in the presence of motion artifacts, the distribution of intensities in the GLCM are more 
widely distributed. For this reason, GLCM entropy is selected as a metric in this study to 
measure motion artifact level. 
  𝐿𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀 = −∑ 𝑐 ∙ ln 𝑐𝑐∈𝐺𝐿𝐶𝑀 ,      (13) 
where c is normalized GLCM entry. 
2.3 Cardiac Phantom and Phantom Data 
The motion artifact metrics were first evaluated using an experimental dynamic 
cardiac phantom.  A phantom was used in this study because it provided a test case with 
known vessel diameters and contrast levels and with known motion phases against which 
to test the metrics.  
(a) (b) (c) 
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The cardiac phantom models the cardiac chambers and coronary arteries (FIG. 8). 
Six artery models were added to the phantom filled with iodine-based contrast at 
concentrations similar to those expected during a CCTA exam. The vessel diameters 
were 2mm for vessel 1 (V1), 3mm for vessels 2 and 3 (V2 and V3), 4mm for vessels 4 
and 5 (V4 and V5), and 5mm for vessel 6 (V6). The vessels have varying levels of 
contrast and contain calcifications and soft plaques in some slices.  The phantom motion 
followed a typical 60 bpm cardiac cycle.  
 
 
FIG. 8: (a) and (b) The dynamic cardiac phantom shown in two orientations and (c) the 
static scan image depicting the vessels and the extracted ROIs. The diameters of V1 
through V6 are 2 mm, 3mm, 3mm, 4mm, 4mm, 5mm.  
CT images of the phantom were collected through a wide-cone beam axial scan 
(256 slice, 16-cm detector coverage) at 120 kVp tube voltage, 600 mA tube current, and 
0.35 second gantry rotation (Revolution CT, GE Healthcare).  A variety of motion 
artifacts were generated by repeating the scan using eleven different gantry start angles 
ranging from 37 to 333 degrees. For each gantry start angle, images were reconstructed at 
55%, 60%, 65%, 70% and 75% of simulated R-R interval, representing vessel velocities 
of 65, 53, 33, 17 and 10 mm/s. All images were reconstructed by Filtered Back Projection 
(FBP) with 0.4883 mm × 0.4883 mm pixel dimensions and 0.625 mm slice thickness. No 
motion correction algorithms were applied to the data. 
(a) (b) (c) 
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ROIs of size 25mm × 25mm were extracted around each vessel in each 
reconstructed image for further analysis (FIG. 8).  The selected ROI size ensured that the 
deformed vessel and its shading artifacts were included in the ROI. For vessel V1, ROIs 
that contained the myocardium were manually processed to exclude those pixels from 
further analysis.  
The circularity, FOR and LIRS metrics require binary images of the deformed 
vessel and/or low intensity shading regions. A threshold of -200 HU was used as the 
threshold 𝑇𝑣𝑒𝑠 to segment the bright vessel regions, with all pixels greater than 𝑇𝑣𝑒𝑠 
considered to be a vessel. A threshold, 𝑇𝐿𝐼𝑅, of -600 HU was set for segmenting the low 
intensity shading regions, with any pixel with value less than 𝑇𝐿𝐼𝑅 identified as shading 
artifact. The LIRS and positivity metrics require the mean vessel background value, 
which in clinical images would be the mean myocardium intensity. For the phantom 
images, all pixels in the extracted ROI not included in the segmented vessel and shading 
regions were considered as vessel background. Part of the myocardium is visible in the 
extracted V1 vessel ROI.  To prevent this region from biasing the observer or metric 
results, the myocardium pixel values were set to background levels prior to vessel 
segmentation. The segmentation was performed on all extracted vessel ROIs. FIG. 9 
displays example vessel and low intensity shading segmentation for all motion phases. 
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FIG. 9: Vessel and shading region segmentation results. From top to bottom are original 
images, vessel segmentation results and shading artifact segmentation results. (a) phase 
55%, (b) phase 60%, (c) phase 65%, (d) phase 70%, (e) phase 75%. 
2.4 Clinical data 
The phantom vessel ROIs, which contain only vessel and artifact structures, are 
relatively simple compared to clinical images. The simplified phantom images provide a 
useful initial evaluation of the motion artifact metrics for the ideal case where the 
artifacts are easy to distinguish through thresholding.  After identifying candidate metrics 
using the phantom data, this study then evaluated the metrics on clinical images to 
investigate effectiveness for absolute motion artifact quantification across different 
patients and varying conditions such as heart rate, vessel size, noise levels, and contrast 
level. 
Fourteen previously-acquired CCTA exams were used for this study. The exams 
were collected at 100 kVp and 120 kVp tube voltage, depending on patient size 
(Revolution CT, GE Healthcare).  Tube current was modulated through automatic 
exposure control for each patient. Gantry speed was 0.35 second per rotation, with 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
No LIR 
detected 
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randomly varying gantry start angle. All images were collected by axial scan mode, as is 
the protocol for the wide-cone beam acquisition on the investigated scanner. 
The patient heart rates ranged from 52 to 82 bpm. Twenty phases were 
reconstructed from the 14 exams by FBP, ranging from 43% to 82% R-R interval. The 
images were reconstructed with 17 cm to 26 cm Field Of View (FOV) and 0.625 mm 
slice thickness. No motion correction algorithms were applied to the data. 
For each dataset, slices containing the through-plane RCA were manually 
identified. Since the purpose of this study is to investigate the performance of the motion 
artifact metrics independent of the vessel and shading segmentation algorithms, the RCA 
ROIs were extracted manually.  The vessel and shading regions required by the 
normalized circularity, FOR and LIRS metrics were also segmented manually by three 
expert readers. The ground truth vessel and dark shading region segmentations were 
obtained by combining the reader segmentations using the STAPLE method. [36] The 
myocardium, which is required by the LIRS and positivity metrics, was defined as pixels 
in the ROI that were not in the segmented vessel, shading artifact and lung regions. 
2.5 Ground Truth and Metric Acceptance Criteria 
2.5.1 Observer Studies 
A ground truth motion artifact level is required for each phantom and clinical 
vessel ROI to assess the effectiveness of the proposed metrics. Because of the complex 
combination of factors that cause motion artifacts, we hypothesize that velocity of the 
vessel motion is insufficient for providing a ground truth artifact level. For example, FIG. 
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10 demonstrates the inconsistency between vessel motion velocity and artifact level, 
which will be further quantified in the phantom study.  
 
 
FIG. 10: Images demonstrating the inconsistency between velocity and motion artifact. 
The velocity of motion in the cardiac phantom was (a) 10 mm/s, (b) 17 mm/s, (c) 17 mm/s 
and (d) 33 mm/s. The motion artifact in image (a) is higher than image (b) despite the 
slower velocity. Images (b) and (c) have the same velocity but different levels of artifact.  
The vessel in image (d) has the highest velocity, with moderate artifacts. 
This study performed two human observer studies to provide ground truth artifact 
scores for phantom images and clinical images separately. Likert scale and pairwise 
comparison are two tools that are commonly used for subjective image quality 
assessment. A previous study demonstrated that pairwise comparison yielded more 
accurate reader assessment than the Likert scale. [39] This study used pairwise comparison 
reader studies to obtain ground truth motion artifact scores against which to evaluate the 
continuously-valued motion artifact metrics.  
Two separate observer studies were performed for phantom data and clinical data. 
Forty vessel ROIs were selected randomly for each observer study. For the phantom 
study, the selected ROIs spanned the range of acquired vessel diameters, motion phases, 
slices, and gantry start angles, as can be seen in the labels in FIG. 11. FIG. 12 displays 
the clinical image ROIs, with the patient heart rate and motion phase labeled above each 
image. 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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FIG. 11: Phantom images for observer study. Each pair of images represents (left) an 
ROI randomly selected for the observer study and (right) the image of the same vessel 
segment during a static scan.  The label above each selected image states the motion 
phase percentage / diameter (mm) / and gantry start angle of the selected vessel ROI. 
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FIG. 12: Clinical images for observer study. Each image represents a clinical vessel ROI 
randomly selected for the observer study. The label above each image states the patient’s 
heart rate / motion phase percentage of the selected vessel ROI. 
 The observer studies were performed in a darkened room and using the same 
monitor settings for all readers. Three readers for each observer study with experience in 
CCTA imaging were sequentially and individually shown all 780 pairs of the 40 ROI 
images.  For the phantom data, the readers were trained physicists and engineers.  For the 
clinical data, the readers were radiologists specializing in cardiothoracic (S. G. Baginski 
and Z. R. Laste) or body (N. M. Kulkarni) imaging. All images were presented to the 
readers at the same window level and window width. The ROI images were magnified by 
a factor of three for display, with this magnification factor held constant throughout the 
observer study. For each pairwise comparison, the readers were asked to select the image 
with the least motion artifact. The readers could also indicate a ‘tie’ if they could not 
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distinguish a difference in image quality between the two images. The order of the 
presented image pairs was randomized across the three readers.  The readers were blinded 
to image information such as the phase, gantry start angle, or vessel diameter, blinded to 
the other reader scores, and were blinded to the motion artifact metric values.  
At the beginning of each reader evaluation, all image ROIs were initialized with a 
score of zero. For each pairwise comparison, the score of the image selected by the reader 
was incremented by one (starting with, while the score of the unselected image was 
decremented by one.  If the reader selected a tie, no score was added or removed from 
either of the images. At the end of the evaluation, the score for each image and reader 
represented the number of times that image was selected as having better image quality 
minus the number of times the image was selected as having lower image quality. An 
image’s final score was the sum of the three scores obtained from the three independent 
reader evaluations, with higher scores representing fewer motion artifacts. 
2.5.2 Ranking agreement between metrics and reader scores 
The motion artifact metrics described in Section 2.2 were calculated for each of 
the 40 ROIs used in the observer study. The Kendall’s Tau coefficient was calculated to 
quantify the ranking agreement between a motion artifact metric and ground truth reader 
score. Kendall’s Tau coefficient is a statistic to measure ordinal association, or ranking 
relationship, between two measured quantities. [40] It quantifies the similarity of the 
orderings when ranked by two quantities, in our case one of the calculated metrics (X) 
and the aggregate reader score (Y). 
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The aggregate reader score increases with decreasing motion artifact.  For each 
pair of images (𝑝1, 𝑝2), the signed difference of the reader scores for two images was 
defined as 
 ∆𝑝
𝑌= {
1, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑌𝑝1 > 𝑌𝑝2
0, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑌𝑝1 = 𝑌𝑝2
−1, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑌𝑝1 < 𝑌𝑝2
.      (14) 
Using the definition in Eq.14,  ∆𝑝
𝑌= 1 when image p1 has fewer artifacts than 
image p2. 
For metrics that increase with decreasing motion artifact (normalized circularity, 
FOR, LIRS), ∆𝑝
𝑋 was similarly defined as the sign of the difference of the metric value, 
i.e. 𝑋𝑝1 and 𝑋𝑝2 
 ∆𝑝
𝑋= {
1, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑋𝑝1 > 𝑋𝑝2
0, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑋𝑝1 = 𝑋𝑝2
−1, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑋𝑝1 < 𝑋𝑝2
      (15) 
For metrics that decrease with decreasing motion artifact (entropy, positivity, 
GLCM) ∆𝑝
𝑋 was calculated according to the following expression, so that ∆𝑝
𝑋= 1 when 
image p1 has fewer artifacts than image p1. 
 ∆𝑝
𝑋= {
1, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑋𝑝1 < 𝑋𝑝2
0, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑋𝑝1 = 𝑋𝑝2
−1, 𝑖𝑓⁡𝑋𝑝1 > 𝑋𝑝2
      (16) 
In each observer study, the 40 ROIs were compared with 780 comparisons, with 
each ROI compared to all other ROIs. (∆𝑝
𝑋, ∆𝑝
𝑌) was calculated for each of the 
comparisons. A pair (𝑝1, 𝑝2) was concordant if the X and Y scores agreed on the ranking 
of the two ROIs, i.e. ∆𝑝
𝑋∆𝑝
𝑌> 0. Then for L image pairs, the Kendall’s Tau coefficient was 
the difference of the fraction of concordant and discordant pairs. Let 𝐶𝑝 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(∆𝑝
𝑋∆𝑝
𝑌) 
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be the indicator of concordance. 𝐶𝑝 = 1 indicates 𝐶𝑝 = 1 are concordant.  𝐶𝑝 = −1 
means the pair of images are discordant. Kendall’s Tau coefficient was then calculated 
as: 
 
1=
L
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p
C
L
 

        (17) 
The range of τ is from -1 (100% negative association) to 1 (100% positive association).  
We used a bootstrap method to evaluate the confidence intervals of the estimated 
Kendall’s Tau coefficients, using the following procedure: [41] 
(1) M images were selected from N images without replacement (i.e., some 
images were selected more than once). In this study, M =40, N = 40. 
(2) The Kendall’s Tau, τb, coefficient was calculated for this resampled data, as 
described in equations 12-15.  The duplicates contributed as tied observations. 
(3) Steps (1) – (2) were repeated n times to obtain τb, b=1, 2, 3, …, n. This study 
used n=1000.  
(4) The bootstrap standard error was estimated as: 
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,      (18) 
where 𝜏̅ was the average τb, b=1, 2, 3, …, n. 
2.5.3 Ranking agreement between two metrics 
The Bootstrap method described in section 2.5.1 was also used to compare 
agreement between two metrics. In each iteration of the bootstrap process, both the 
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Kendall’s Tau coefficient τb1 of X1 with Y and τb2 of X2 with Y are calculated. The 
standard error of (τb1- τb2) is estimated as 
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   (19) 
A hypothesis test method was used to determine whether the Kendall’s Tau 
agreement between a metric and the ground truth, τ1, was statistically equivalent to the 
Kendall’s Tau agreement for a different metric, τ2.  This hypothesis test evaluates 
whether two metrics were statistically equivalent in the agreement to the readers.  The 
null hypothesis was that the two metrics had equivalent ranking agreement, H0: τ1=τ2, the 
alternative hypothesis was H1: τ1≠τ2. A Z-test was used to test the hypothesis, with the 
assumption that  (τ1- τ2) is normally distributed under null hypothesis: 
 𝑍 =
𝜏1−𝜏2
𝑆𝐸(𝜏1−𝜏2)
~𝑁(0,1)      (20) 
The significance level for rejecting the null hypothesis was selected as 5%. 
2.5.4 Linear correlation between metrics and observers 
A good ranking relationship between a motion artifact metric and the ground truth 
score indicate that the motion artifact metric is monotonically related to the ground truth. 
A monotonic ranking relationship is sufficient for some motion artifact reduction 
applications. For example, when use a motion artifact metric to identify the best phase 
within one exam, the phase with highest or lowest metric value will be selected as best 
phase and thus a correct ranking of the level of motion artifact severity is sufficient. 
While for some applications, it may be important for the motion artifact metrics to 
correlate linearly to the reader scores, in addition to having good ranking agreement. A 
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motion artifact correction method in one previous study used motion artifact metrics to 
guide motion compensation iteratively. [31] The motion artifact metrics on each iteration 
indicate image quality improvement and act as a stopping criterion. For such applications, 
the motion artifact metrics that have a strong linear relationship to the ground truth would 
be beneficial.  
In the study of Aim 1, linear regression was performed for each investigated 
metric against the ground truth reader scores to evaluate whether the metrics correlate 
linearly with the reader scores. The R2 value was calculated to indicate how well the 
linear regression fits the relationship between the metric and the ground-truth.  
2.6 Results 
2.6.1 Phantom study results 
FIG. 13 shows the results of the reader study, with the ground truth aggregate reader 
score displayed for each ROI. Images with higher score generally demonstrated less 
artifacts, such that the images in FIG. 13 are displayed from low to high artifact level.  
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FIG. 13: The observer study images displayed in descending order of reader score. The 
number displayed above each image is the ground truth aggregate reader score, which 
was calculated as the sum of the three readers’ scores. 
FIG. 14 displays the scatter plots of the readers’ score of phantom vessel ROIs 
against the vessel velocity and diameter. Generally, the reader score decreased with 
increasing vessel velocity, signifying more artifact at higher velocities, as seen in FIG. 14 
(a).  However, the plot demonstrates overlap in reader scores across different velocities, 
suggesting that velocity is not a unique indicator of motion artifact level. The reader 
scores were not impacted by vessel diameter as shown in FIG. 14 (b). 
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FIG. 14: Scatter plots of the ground truth against the vessel velocity and diameter. 
FIG. 15 plots the Kendall’s Tau coefficients and standard error for all investigated 
metrics relative to the ground truth reader score. The Kendall’s Tau coefficients of the 
metrics were: 0.35 (entropy), 0.50 (normalized circularity), 0.52 (GLCM), 0.82 
(positivity), 0.77 (FOR) and 0.77 (LIRS).   For comparison, the Kendall’s Tau 
coefficients between the different pairs of readers were 0.81, 0.84, and 0.87. 
 
 
FIG. 15. Kendall’s Tau coefficients. The Kendall’s Tau coefficients between the 
investigated motion artifact metrics and the ground truth scores plotted with standard 
error. 
(a) (b) 
* 
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TAB. 1 lists the p-values resulting from the Z-test that evaluated the Kendall’s 
Tau equivalence between any two motion artifact metrics. The FOR, LIRS and positivity 
were found to have statistically significantly higher Kendall's Tau agreement than the 
entropy, normalized circularity and GLCM metrics (p<0.05).  There was no statistically 
significant difference between the Kendall's Tau values of the FOR, LIRS and positivity 
(p>0.347), suggesting that agreement with readers in ranking order is statistically 
equivalent for these metrics. 
 
TAB. 1: p-values between any two motion artifact metrics 
  Entropy 
Normalized 
Circularity 
GLCM FOR LIRS Positivity 
Entropy −      
Normalized 
Circularity 
0.250 −     
GLCM 0.230 0.888 −    
FOR 0.001 0.004 0.007 −   
LIRS 0.000 0.002 0.007 0.944 −  
Positivity 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.347 0.358 − 
 
FIG. 16 displays scatter plots of the investigated metrics plotted against the ground-
truth reader score. The results of the linear regression are also displayed on each plot.  
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FIG. 16: Scatter plots of the investigated metrics against the ground truth score. 
Because positivity has good ranking relationship with the ground truth but poor 
linear correlation, a transformed positivity metric (TPOS) was also investigated, where 
the transformed metric is the fourth root of the positivity metric. Results are shown in 
FIG. 17. 
 
(a) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
(b) 
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FIG. 17: Scatter plots of the investigated transformed positivity against the ground truth 
score. 
As an example of the metric performance, FIG. 18 displays the 40 ROIs sorted by 
descending values of the FOR metric. While the metric rankings in FIG. 18 are not 
identical to the reader ranking shown in FIG. 13, both images demonstrate similar 
ranking trends.  The images with higher FOR have vessels that appear more circular with 
less shading artifacts. Images with lower FOR generally contain higher motion artifacts, 
i.e. longer vessel tails and more shading regions. 
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FIG. 18: The observer study images displayed in descending order of the FOR metric. 
The metrics displayed as (FOR/LIRS) above each image. 
The FOR, LIRS and transformed positivity metrics were selected for further study 
on clinical data because they demonstrated both high ranking agreement and linear 
correlation to the reader scores for relatively easier task of quantifying artifact level in the 
phantom images. 
For the phantom study, images from the scan of the static phantom have no 
motion artifacts. The availability of a static scan enables the calculation of a ground-truth 
motion artifact severity score against which to validate the metrics. An additional study 
was performed to further validate the selected metrics’ performance by comparing the 40 
ROIs displayed in FIG. 11 with the same vessel segment during a static scan.  The vessels 
first were segmented by thresholding. The threshold for both the static vessel ROIs and 
vessel ROIs with motion artifacts was selected as -200 HU, which is the same threshold 
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used to segment the vessels during metrics calculation. For each ROI, the ratio of the 
areas of the non-static vessels (Iv) and static vessel (Iref) were calculated as: 
Area ratio(I ,I )= v
v ref
ref
A
A
      (21) 
Where Av is the vessel area (pixel number of the segmented vessel) of the given ROI, Are 
is the segmented vessel area of the static vessel ROI. Since the area of the deformed 
vessel is generally larger than the static vessel, a larger area ratio indicates higher motion 
artifacts. The Kendall’s Tau coefficients between the motion artifact metrics and the area 
ratio were then calculated. The resulting Kendall’s Tau coefficients were: 0.80 (FOR), 
0.78 (Transformed positivity), 0.72 (LIRS), 0.57 (normalized circularity), 0.54 (GLCM) 
and 0.30 (entropy). The selected metrics, FOR, LIRS and transformed positivity, 
demonstrate good ranking relationship to the static-image ground truth metric. 
2.6.2 Clinical study results 
FIG. 19 shows the results of the observer study on clinical data with the ground 
truth aggregate reader score displayed on each ROI. The images with higher score 
demonstrated less artifacts. Similar to FIG. 13, the images are displayed in decreasing 
order of reader score, i.e. displayed from low to high artifact level. 
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FIG. 19: The observer study images displayed in descending order of reader score. The 
number displayed above each image is the ground truth aggregate reader score, which 
was calculated as the sum of the three readers’ scores. 
FIG. 20 plots the Kendall’s Tau coefficients between the selected metrics and 
ground truth scores of clinical ROIs compared with the Kendall’s Tau coefficients on 
phantom images. The coefficients of the selected metrics were: 0.21 (positivity), 0.59 
(FOR) and 0.53 (LIRS). For comparison, the Kendall’s Tau coefficients between the 
different pairs of readers were 0.65, 0.68, and 0.74.  FIG. 21 displays scatter plots of the 
metrics plotted against the ground-truth reader score. The results of the linear regression 
are also displayed on each plot. 
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FIG. 20: Kendall’s Tau coefficients quantifying the ranking agreement of the selected 
motion artifacts metrics and the ground-truth reader scores, plotted for both the phantom 
and clinical image study. The Phantom study data is the same as the Kendall’s Tau 
coefficients plotted in FIG. 15. Error bars represent the standard error.  
  
FIG. 21: Scatter plots displaying the relationship between the investigated single metrics 
and the ground truth aggregate reader score.  The results of the linear regression are 
also displayed on each plot. 
Of the selected metrics, transformed positivity showed weak agreement to the 
ground truth reader scores (Kendall’s Tau=0.21, R2=0.07).  The hypothesis test described 
in Section 2.5.3 was performed to test the equivalence of the Kendall’s Tau for two 
metrics.  The metrics of FOR (Kendall’s Tau=0.59) and LIRS (Kendall’s Tau=0.53) 
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demonstrated statistical significantly higher Kendall’s Tau than the transformed positivity 
(p<0.05). 
As shown in FIG. 20, the agreement between the metrics and the reader scores 
was lower for clinical images than phantom data.  This is likely due to the more 
challenging presentation of artifact level on clinical images. While transformed positivity 
demonstrated good performance on phantom data, both the Kendall’s Tau coefficient and 
linear correlation were weaker when applied to clinical data. One potential advantage of 
positivity is that the metric uses a simple thresholding step to identify regions of low 
intensity shading.  In phantom data, this thresholding step was successful in identifying 
regions of low intensity shading. In the clinical images, the thresholding step erroneously 
identified some low intensity pixels from the lung and myocardium as artifact, leading to 
the low agreement to reader scores. 
The FOR and LIRS metrics, which were designed for absolute artifact 
quantification, demonstrated reasonable ranking relationship (Kendall’s Tau is 0.59 for 
FOR metric, 0.53 for LIRS metric) and linearity (R2 of 0.49 for FOR, 0.54 for LIRS) to 
the ground truth scores on clinical images. These metrics evaluate complementary motion 
artifact features. In the phantom images, vessel deformation and shading regions were 
typically jointly visible. For clinical images, the vessels deformation and low intensity 
shading may not present as can be seen in some of the ROIs in FIG. 12. Therefore, a 
combination of these two metrics may be beneficial as an overall measure of motion 
artifact level.  Both a weighted average and product of the individual FOR and LIRS 
metrics were further investigated in this study. The optimal weights for the weighted 
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average metric were estimated as the least squares solution to following system of linear 
equations:  
𝐴𝑤 = 𝑀𝐺𝑇        (22) 
where w was the vector of unknown weighting factors for the FOR and LIRS metrics, A 
is a matrix with the first column equal to the FOR values for the 40 studied ROIs and the 
second column equal to LIRS values of the 40 studied ROIs, and the vector MGT 
represents the ground truth motion artifact score for the 40 ROIs.  The ground-truth 
vector MGT was obtained by linearly transforming the aggregate ground-truth readers 
scores to the range [0, 1].  The least squares solution to Eq. 22 was obtained by: 
𝑤𝑙𝑠 = (𝐴
𝑇𝐴)−1𝐴𝑇𝑀𝐺𝑇      (23) 
The optimal weighting factors for the FOR and LIRS metrics, respectively, were 
determined to be [0.4694; 0.2856], which were further normalized to [0.622; 0.378] so 
that the sum of the weights equaled one. The Kendall’s Tau coefficient and linearity of 
the combined metrics to the ground-truth scores are listed in TAB. 2. The product of the 
FOR and LIRS metrics demonstrated higher Kendall’s Tau coefficient and linearity to the 
ground truth score than the optimal weighted average. The product of FOR and LIRS is 
subsequently referred to as Motion Artifact Score (MAS). The Kendall’s Tau coefficient 
of MAS to the ground truth score was found to be 0.65, which is higher than the 
individual metric coefficients (0.59 for FOR, 0.53 for LIRS), although this improvement 
was not statistically significant (p>0.25). FIG. 22 displays scatter plots of the MAS 
against ground truth score. The linear correlation was also higher for the compound MAS 
metric than the individual metrics with an R2 of 0.64, compared to 0.49 for the FOR 
metric and 0.54 for LIRS. FIG. 23 displays the 40 ROIs sorted by descending values of 
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the MAS metric which demonstrate similar ranking trends as the reader results in FIG. 
19. 
 
TAB. 2: Kendall’s Tau coefficient and linearity of metrics that combine FOR and LIRS 
Combination Metrics 
Kendall's Tau 
Coefficients 
Linearity 
Optimal weighted average 0.61 0.60 
Product 0.65 0.64 
 
 
 
FIG. 22 Scatter plot of the MAS and the ground truth score.  
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FIG. 23: The clinical images of the observer study displayed in descending order of the 
MAS, with the MAS value displayed above each image. 
2.7 Discussion  
The study in Aim 1 evaluated continuously-valued motion artifact metrics against 
ground-truth reader scores for both phantom and clinical data.  The results of FIG. 14 
demonstrate that while motion artifacts generally increase with vessel velocity, velocity 
does not consistently represent motion artifact severity. Velocity is only one of several 
factors that affect motion artifacts.  For example, the direction of motion in relationship 
to the gantry position affects the vessel relative displacement to the detector, thus affects 
motion artifact level. 
 Kendall’s Tau is a measure of ranking agreement, quantifying how often a metric 
and the readers agree that one image is better than the other. For some applications, such 
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as selecting the lowest motion phase for display, ranking agreement may be the most 
important property of a metric. For other applications, such as optimizing motion 
compensation algorithms, it may be beneficial to have metrics that correlate linearly with 
the reader scores. Of the investigated individual metrics in the phantom study, the 
proposed metrics of FOR, and LIRS, along with the previously used metric of positivity, 
demonstrated the highest ranking agreement with the reader scores (Kendall’s Tau > 
0.75), with statistically similar performance for these three metrics. The positivity metric 
performance on clinical images was worse than on phantom images due to errors in 
identifying low-intensity artifacts by the thresholding step. The FOR and LIRS metrics 
demonstrated good ranking agreement with the reader scores (Kendall’s Tau > 0.53) and 
linearity (R2 > 0.49) on clinical images as well. A compound metric, motion artifact 
score, was defined as product of the FOR and LIRS which demonstrated better 
performance than the individual FOR and LIRS metrics (Kendall’s Tau = 0.65, R2 > 
0.63).  The ranking agreement between the MAS metric and the readers (Kendall’s Tau = 
0.65) was similar to ranking agreement between readers (average Kendall’s Tau = 0.69). 
Direct comparison between the results of phantom study and clinical study are limited 
because of the different readers used in the two studies.  The phantom study was 
performed by trained readers, while the study of clinical images was performed by 
radiologists. 
The level of contrast agent in the vessel does not change shape or size of the 
vessel deformation and shading artifact.  However, the vessel contrast level affects the 
motion artifact contrast level. For example, consider the case of one vessel scanned twice 
under identical conditions except that in one case the vessel is filled with a higher 
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concentration of contrast medium.  If the images resulting from both scans are viewed at 
the same display window width and window level, the vessel with the higher 
concentration of contrast medium may have longer tails or horns and the shading regions 
will have darker intensity as well. Theoretically, the FOR and LIRS-AS should be 
independent of the vessel contrast level.  However, in practice, the FOR and LIRS 
metrics are calculated on segmented binary vessel and shading regions.  Because the 
segmentation may be impacted by vessel contrast level, the metrics may quantify 
increased severity for higher levels of vessel contrast because a larger portion of the 
artifact regions will be segmented.  
The FOR and LIRS metrics require segmentation of the vessel region. The LIRS 
metric requires segmentation of the dark shading artifacts, while the positivity metric 
requires a threshold to identify dark shading artifacts. All metrics require identification of 
the vessel ROI. In the phantom study, the regions were segmented by simple 
thresholding.  For the phantom images, the vessel intensity is greater than 500HU, while 
the background intensity is approximately -460 HU. The level of contrast between the 
vessel, background, and low intensity shading artifact is much higher than in clinical 
images. Therefore, it is possible to select thresholds to segment the vessel and shading 
regions, with the metrics robust across a range of threshold values. In the study of clinical 
images, the vessel ROIs, vessel region, and dark shading regions were manually 
segmented, so that the motion artifact metrics could be evaluated independently of 
segmentation approaches. Automated identification of vessel regions and automated 
segmentation will be challenging for clinical images due to noise, contrast dynamics, 
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anatomical structure, and artifacts due to metal and beam hardening. Future work is 
required to develop and validate these segmentation algorithms.   
The metrics of vessel deformation used in this study, normalized circularity and 
FOR, assume that the arteries are circular, requiring images in which the vessels are 
through-plane in the transverse slices. Algorithms have been previously proposed to 
identify through plane vessel regions from the acquired 3D cardiac volume [26], [31].  The 
FOR metric of vessel symmetry could potentially be modified for in-plane vessels, in 
which the vessel region is folded across the main vessel axis. 
One limitation of this study is that the metrics were evaluated only for images 
acquired by axial scanning using wide-cone-beam acquisition on a single scanner model 
and with filtered back projection reconstruction.  The metrics were not evaluated in the 
presence of helical artifacts.  However, with the advent of scanners with 160mm of 
coverage, the entire heart can be captured in a single axial scan. This eliminates the need 
for helical cardiac scanning and the subsequent risk of helical artifacts. As seen in FIG. 
11 and FIG. 12, the images used for validation contained a wide range of motion artifact 
presentations so as to provide a variety of artifacts for validation despite the limitation of 
evaluation on one scanner.  The clinical study used images reconstructed from varying 
heart rates and anatomical configurations, as well as different pixel spacing, contrast and 
noise levels to mitigate this limitation. 
The motion artifact metrics validated in this study may be useful for comparing 
cardiac CT protocols, as well as for developing, validating, and comparing motion 
correction algorithms [29]. The metrics may also be useful for optimization-based 
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reconstruction algorithms that compensate for motion [31], [32].  The metrics may also 
improve algorithms that select the lowest-motion phase for display [26], [27], [28]. 
2.8 Conclusion 
The study in Aim 1 evaluated coronary artery motion artifact metrics using 
observer studies on phantom images and clinical images to validate the continuously-
valued metrics against reader scores obtained through pairwise comparisons. The metrics 
of low intensity region score (LIRS), fold overlap ratio (FOR) and their product (MAS) 
resulted in both the highest agreement in motion artifact ranking when compared to the 
readers and the highest linear correlation to the reader scores. The metrics of FOR, LIRS 
and MAS were selected for further study in Aim 2 and Aim 3. 
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CHAPTER 3: AIM 2: DEVELOP AND VALIDATE MOTION ARTIFACT 
QUANTIFICATION ALGORITHM 
3.1 Introduction 
In the Aim 1 study, the vessel ROIs, vessel region, and dark shading regions were 
manually segmented, so that the motion artifact metrics could be evaluated independently 
of segmentation approaches. However, in order to be useful for evaluation of clinical 
images, the calculation of the metrics must be automated.  The purpose of this Aim is to 
develop an automated algorithm for calculating the motion artifact metrics for a CCTA 
dataset. A previous study demonstrated that the fastest coronary artery velocity was 
measured on the RCA segments in which the vessel orientation was perpendicular to the 
slice plane (i.e., through-plane segment). [34] Therefore, Aim 2 develops algorithms for 
calculating motion artifact metrics on the through-plane Right Coronary Artery (RCA), 
assuming that this vessel segment represents the motion artifacts level for the entire 
cardiac region. This assumption is tested in the observer study to be described in Chapter 
4.  The motion artifact metrics of FOR, LIRS and their product MAS, were identified 
through the Aim 1 investigation as having the highest agreement to the ground-truth 
reader scores. The FOR and LIRS metrics require segmented binary images representing 
the vessel and low-intensity shading artifacts.  Automated identification of vessel regions 
and automated segmentation of shading regions, as required for the FOR and LIRs, is 
challenged by noise, contrast dynamics, anatomical structure, and artifacts.  
FIG. 24  presents a flow chart of the proposed, automated Motion Artifact 
Quantification algorithm.   The input to the algorithm is a CCTA data volume at one 
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phase. The algorithm outputs the calculated motion metrics for each through-plane RCA 
slices.  
To calculate the metrics, image slices representing the through-plane segment of 
the RCA are first identified.  Next the RCA center locations are identified (referred to as 
vessel map in this study) and RCA ROIs are extracted.  Vessel and shading artifact 
regions are segmented within the ROIs, followed by calculation of the FOR, LIRS, and 
MAS metrics. The specific algorithm steps are described in more detail in Sections 3.2 
and 3.3. 
 
 
FIG. 24 Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm flowchart 
3.2 Identification of RCA ROIs 
To calculate the motion artifact metrics on through-plane RCA slices, an 
algorithm is first needed to identify the through-plane RCA location on each slice.  RCA 
segmentation algorithms have been previously proposed. [45][46][47]  In this work, we 
develop an automated algorithm that leverages image processing steps developed in our 
Identify through-plane slices 
Create vessel map 
 Segment the vessel region Segment shading regions 
 Calculate motion artifact metrics 
Extract RCA ROIs 
Identification 
of RCA ROIs 
Segmentation 
and metric 
calculation 
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group's previous work on identification of CCTA best phase. [26] In this previous work, 
algorithms were developed to enhance the coronary arteries.  In the current work, we 
begin with the vessel-enhanced images that were obtained by a sequence of cardiac 
region segmentation, top hat transformation, Sobel filtering and matched filtering, as 
described in our previous study. [26]   The vessel enhanced images are the input to the 
Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm which identifies the through-plane RCA ROIs 
through three algorithmic steps, as listed in FIG. 24 and detailed in the following 
sections. 
3.2.1 Identify Through-plane Slices 
The validated motion artifact metrics used in this study assume that the vessel is 
circular, which is true for slices in which the vessel orientation is primarily perpendicular 
to the slice plane (i.e., through-plane slices).   Therefore, the first step is to identify the 
slices with through-plane vessels. To identify the through-plane slices, the algorithm first 
identifies the proximal and distal in-plane vessel sections, and assumes that the slices 
between the two sections are through-plane as shown in FIG. 25. 
 
 
FIG. 25: Depiction of the RCA vessel 
Through-plane slices 
Proximal in-plane slices 
Distal in-plane slices 
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This algorithm takes advantage of the fact that that the extent of in-plane vessels 
within an image slice is greater than that of through-plane vessels. The algorithm begins 
with the vessel-enhanced images output by algorithm developed in previous work.  [26] 
Next, thin slab (5 mm) Maximum Intensity Projections (MIP), centered on each image 
slice location, are created to further accentuate vessels with large in-plane extent.  The 
intensities within the right half of each MIP image are summed to represent the in-plane 
extent of the vessels in that slice.  An example of the MIP-sum per slice is plotted in FIG. 
26. The algorithm identifies the two maximum peaks in the MIP-sum values, which 
represent the two in-plane vessel sections, and identifies the slices between the two peaks 
as containing the through-plane RCA. FIG. 27 demonstrates an example of the 
performance of the algorithm for the identification of through-plane slices on one volume 
dataset. 
 
 
FIG. 26: The MIP-sum is plotted against slice number for an example patient dataset.  
The two peak locations identified by the algorithm represent the two in-plane vessel 
section locations.  
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FIG. 27: Example of identifying through-plane slices. The top left image is the most 
superior slice and the bottom right image is the most inferior slice.  Slice thickness is 2.5 
mm. The slices labeled “Through-plane” were identified by the algorithm as containing 
through-plane vessels and were further processed in subsequent steps of the Motion 
Artifact Quantification Algorithm. 
3.2.2 Create Vessel Map 
The next step in the algorithm estimates the location of the RCA in each through-
plane slice, resulting in the list of the RCA center pixel coordinates referred to as the 
Vessel Map. 
In our previous work, three candidate RCA locations in each image slice were 
identified by thresholding the vessel-enhanced images. [26]  Analysis demonstrated that 
this method almost always identified the correct RCA location as one of the three 
candidate locations, even in the presence of motion artifacts.  Therefore, the goal of the 
vessel map algorithm developed in the current work is to select the correct RCA location 
from the three candidate points. 
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The proposed vessel map algorithm exploits the fact that the RCA vessel is 
continuous and that the Euclidean distance between the x-y plane coordinates of the RCA 
on adjacent slices should be small. The vessel map algorithm is performed with the 
following steps: 
Step 1:  Starting with the first candidate location on the first slice, calculate the 
Euclidean distance to each of the three candidate points on the next slice.  The point 
located at the closest distance is considered to be connected to the candidate point on the 
first slice.  From the selected point on second slice, repeat the method to select the point 
on the third slice.  This process is repeated for all slices.  All identified points are 
considered to form a path, and the sum of the distances between points equals the path 
length. 
Step 2:  Repeat Step 1 for the remaining two candidate points on the first slice.  At 
the end of this step there are three possible vessel paths, each with a calculated path 
length.  
Step 3:  The RCA vessel map is identified as the path with shortest path length.  
The vessel map algorithm outputs the RCA locations (pixel coordinates) on each slice. 
 
 
FIG. 28: Demonstration of the vessel map algorithm. The three paths are built 
recursively from the three candidate points on the first slice. The RCA locations are 
identified by the solid path whose path length is the smallest. In this example, the RCA 
location is correctly identified by the algorithm in all slices. 
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3.2.3 Extract RCA ROIs 
Regions of interest (ROI’s) of size 15x15 mm2 are extracted for each slice, 
centered on the RCA location identified on the vessel map.  This ROI size was selected 
based on the expected maximum coronary artery diameter of 5 mm [42] and so that in the 
presence of motion artifacts, both the deformed RCA and shading artifacts are included in 
the ROI. FIG. 29 depicts the RCA ROI location and size. 
 
 
FIG. 29: Example extracted RCA ROI delineated by the white box 
3.3 Segmentation and Metric Calculation 
The extracted through-plane RCA ROIs require further processing to enable 
calculation of the FOR, LIRS, and MAS metrics, as described in the following sections.  
3.3.1 Segment the Vessel Region 
Segmentation of the vessel region within the vessel ROI is required to calculate 
the overall motion artifact score.  The output of this step is a binary mask corresponding 
to vessel region, including deformation and blur due to motion. 
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Segmentation of the RCA vessel region in each ROI is performed using a K-
means clustering algorithm. [48] We assume the ROI images contain the RCA, part of the 
chambers, low-intensity regions corresponding to shading artifacts, myocardium and 
lung.  Therefore, all pixel intensities in the RCA ROI are classified into one of four 
clusters: low intensity tissues (lung and LIRs), myocardium, high intensity tissues (RCA 
and chamber), and high intensity vessel motion blur. The initial cluster mean values are 
initialized at -200 HU for the low-intensity cluster, 50 HU for the myocardium cluster, 
and the CT number of the identified RCA location for the high-intensity cluster.  The 
mean of the motion-blur cluster is initialized as the average of the initial means for the 
myocardium and high intensity clusters. The K-means algorithm is performed for 10 
iterations. 
Since the goal of this step is a binary mask representing the vessel region 
including high-intensity shading artifacts, the low-intensity and myocardium clusters are 
ignored. FIG. 30 (b) and (c) depict the pixels within the identified high intensity tissues 
and motion blur clusters, which are further processed through morphological operations, 
as illustrated in FIG. 30. 
First, we select the center region of the high intensity tissues cluster through a 
connected components analysis, to represent the vessel core, as illustrated in FIG. 30 (d). 
The vessel core region is then dilated with a disk shape kernel, with diameter 1.5 times 
that of the RCA core equivalent diameter. An AND operation is then performed between 
the binary image of the dilated vessel region and the binary region representing the 
motion blur cluster.  The motion blur pixels resulting from this AND operation are 
depicted in FIG. 30 (e). The final RCA segmentation region is obtained by merging the 
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results of the processed vessel core (FIG. 30 (d)) and motion blur images (FIG. 30 (e)), 
with results shown in FIG. 30 (f) and FIG. 30 (g). FIG. 31 presents four example vessel 
region segmentation results.  
 
 
FIG. 30: Example demonstrating the steps of vessel region segmentation algorithm. (a) 
Original image, (b) K-means clustering output corresponding to the RCA/chamber 
cluster, and (c) K-means clustering output corresponding to the result motion blur 
cluster. Figure (d) depicts the vessel core region identified as the center region of (b).  
Figure (e) presents the resulting motion blur region after an AND operation with the 
dilated vessel core region.  Figure (f) is the final segmented vessel region, including the 
contributions of both the (d) vessel core and (e) shading artifacts. Figure (h) depicts the 
final segmented region as black contour overlaid on the RCA ROI.   
 
FIG. 31: Examples of RCA segmentation results for five different vessel ROIs. The top 
row displays the original RCA ROI images.  The bottom row marks the segmented RCA 
regions with contours 
(a) (b) (c) 
(e) (f) (g) 
(d) 
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3.3.2 Segment the Low Intensity Regions 
Segmentation of the low-intensity shading regions within the vessel ROI is also 
required for calculating the overall motion artifact score.  The output of this step is a 
binary mask corresponding to low-intensity shading artifacts. The output of the K-means 
clustering algorithm described in Section 3.3.1 was not adequately specific for 
segmenting the low intensity shading artifacts.  Instead, a combination of thresholding 
and morphological operations was used to detect and segment the low-intensity shading 
regions. 
Pixels representing the myocardium are first identified as pixels with intensity 
less than 50 HU. Pixels representing candidate low-intensity shading artifacts within the 
myocardium are identified as having intensity below the threshold TLIR, which is 
calculated from the mean and standard deviation of the myocardium pixel intensities, 
𝐼?̅?𝑦𝑜and σmyo, as 
𝑇𝐿𝐼𝑅 = 𝐼?̅?𝑦𝑜 − 1.5 ∗ 𝜎𝑚𝑦𝑜      (24) 
Candidate low-intensity shading pixels within a distance of 1.5 times the 
equivalent vessel radius are identified as shading artifacts, where the equivalent radius is 
calculated as 
r =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑠
2𝜋
        (25) 
and where Aves is the area of the segmented RCA region in Section 3.3.1 (i.e., sum of the 
pixels in the binary RCA mask). The result is the final mask of the low-intensity shading 
artifact regions, as demonstrated in FIG. 32. 
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FIG. 32: Examples of LIR segmentation results. Top row displays the original RCA ROI 
images.  The bottom row marks the segmented low-intensity shading regions with white 
contours. 
3.3.3 Calculate Motion Artifact Score 
The FOR, LIRS, and MAS metrics are calculated for each extracted RCA ROI 
using the segmented vessel and shading artifact regions and the methods described in 
Section 3.3 The output of the algorithm is the MAS metric for each through-plane RCA 
slice. 
3.4 Clinical Image Datasets for Validation Study 
Twenty-three CCTA exams were used in this study to validate the Motion Artifact 
Quantification algorithm. The patient heart rates ranged from 52 to 82 bpm. The exams 
were collected with a 256-row CT scanner operating in axial scan mode. The images 
were acquired at 100 kVp or 120 kVp tube voltage, depending on patient size, with 
automatic tube current modulation to balance X-ray dose and image quality. Gantry 
speed was 0.35 second per rotation, with a random gantry start angle. The images were 
reconstructed by FBP, onto 17 cm or 26 cm fields of view. Image resolution was 
512×512, with a slice thickness of 0.625 mm. The SmartPhase technique (GE Healthcare) 
No LIR detected 
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was applied to find 30 systole and diastole best phases from the 23 exams. The phases 
ranged from 43% to 82% of the R-R interval. 
The datasets were used to validate each step of Motion Artifact Quantification 
algorithm in the study of Aim 2. 
3.5 Evaluation Methods 
3.5.1 Validation of Algorithm to Identify Through-plane Slices  
Five of the clinical datasets were randomly selected to validate the performance of 
the algorithm for identifying through-plane slices. For each dataset, three trained readers 
manually selected the slices containing the through-plane RCA.  Slices that were selected 
as containing the through-plane RCA by at least two of the three readers were identified 
as ground-truth through plane slices. The through-plane slices were also identified using 
the developed algorithm. 
 
TAB. 3: Definitions of true condition and predicted condition for the algorithm to identify 
through-plane slices  
  Algorithm Results 
  
Through-
plane slice 
Not through-
plane slice 
R
ea
d
er
 D
ec
is
io
n
s 
Through-
plane slice 
True positive 
(TP) 
False negative 
(FN) 
Not through-
plane slice 
False positive 
(FP) 
True negative 
(TN) 
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For each dataset, false discovery rate and false negative rate were the two 
indicators of the algorithm performance. False discovery rate (FDR) represents the 
proportion of through-plane slices identified by the algorithm that are incorrect.  
𝐹𝐷𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃).      (26)  
Higher false discovery rate indicates that more in-plane RCA slices were identified as 
through-plane, thereby increasing the risk of overestimating the motion artifact level. 
False negative rate (FNR) represents the proportion of missed through-plane slices, and is 
defined as:  
𝐹𝑁𝑅 = 𝐹𝑁/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)      (27)  
Motion artifact level could be underestimated if the RCA in the missing through-plane 
slices is corrupted by motion artifacts. 
3.5.2 Validation of Vessel Map and RCA ROIs 
 The vessel map algorithm and resulting RCA ROIs were validated with the same 
datasets used in the validation study of Section 3.5.1. The datasets were subjectively 
evaluated by one reader to identify the number of extracted ROIs in which the RCA was 
miscentered, denoted by NROI, and the number of extracted ROIs in which the vessel and 
shading artifacts were not completely contained within the ROI, written as Narti. The 
ratios of NROI and Narti to the total number of through-plane slices identified by the 
algorithms were calculated as algorithm performance metrics. 
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3.3.3 Segmentation Algorithm Performance Assessment 
Three CCTA exams were used to validate the vessel and shading segmentation 
algorithms. Twenty RCA ROIs were randomly selected for this validation study, as 
shown in FIG. 33. The 20 ROIs contain varying degrees of motion artifacts. 
The Dice coefficient [34] was the metric used to quantify the accuracy of the 
algorithm segmentation results against ground-truth manual segmentations. Ground truth 
segmentations were obtained by the Simultaneous Truth And Performance Level 
Estimation (STAPLE) method. [36]   The STAPLE algorithm requires a collection of 
segmentations such as readers’ manual segmentations or automated segmentation by 
other algorithms. The STAPLE algorithm then calculates a probabilistic true 
segmentation by maximum likelihood estimation. In this study, three trained readers 
manually segmented both the deformed vessel and the low-intensity shading regions as 
input to the STAPLE algorithm. The STAPLE algorithm output a probabilistic estimate 
of the true segmentation. All pixels with probability greater than 0.9 were considered as 
belonging to the ground-truth segmented region.  
For each ROI, the vessel and shading regions were segmented by the algorithms 
described in Section 3.3, then compared with ground truth segmentations. Dice 
coefficient was calculated for each ROI to quantify segmentation performance. Dice 
coefficient is defined as 


  
A G
D
A G A G
,       (28) 
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where A is algorithm segmentation result, G is ground truth segmentation. The Dice 
coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating exact agreement between regions A and 
G, and 0 indicating no overlap between regions A and G. 
 
 
FIG. 33: RCA ROIs that were used for segmentation validation 
Another investigation was performed to evaluate the effect of the automated 
segmentation algorithm on the calculation of the MAS metric.  The MAS metric was 
calculated using both the ground-truth segmented regions and the algorithm-segmented 
regions, donated as MASGi and MASAi respectively, where i is the image index, equal to 
1,2,…,20. Ideally, the difference between metrics calculated using the ground-truth and 
algorithm-generated segmented regions should be zero for a particular ROI.  To quantify 
the effect of the automated segmentation algorithms on the calculation of the metrics, the 
difference between the metrics calculated using the ground-truth and algorithm-generated 
segmentations was calculated as: 
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𝐷𝑖 = 𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐺𝑖 −𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐴𝑖       (29) 
 which is referred to as the MAS difference. If the algorithm-generated segmentations are 
identical to the ground-truth segmentations, the MAS difference is zero. The MAS 
difference distribution of the 20 RCA ROI was fit to a normal distribution.  The mean of 
the fitted normal distribution indicates whether the segmentation algorithm introduces a 
bias in the MAS calculation. The standard deviation of the fitted normal distribution 
quantifies the variation in MAS due to segmentation errors. This study used the 95% 
confidence interval of the fitted normal distribution as an indicator of precision. 
3.6 Results 
3.6.1 Validation Results of the Algorithm to Identify Through-plane Slices  
TAB. 4 compares the performance of the algorithm for identifying through-plane 
RCA slices compared to the ground-truth reader decisions.   False negative and false 
positive slices were tallied, followed by calculation of the false discovery rate and false 
negative rate. The false discovery rate was 8.6% or less, with an average of 3.7%, 
indicating a relatively low probability of identifying in-plane slices as through-plane. The 
range of the average false negative rate was from 0% to 10.7%, with a mean of 5.6%, 
indicating a relatively low probability of missing though-plane slices. 
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TAB. 4: Validation results of the algorithm to identify through-plane slices  
Dataset 
Number 
Number of through-plane slices False 
Discover 
Rate 
False 
Negative 
Rate 
True 
Condition 
Predicted 
Condition 
False 
Negative 
False 
Positive 
1 28 33 3 0 0.0% 10.7% 
2 51 58 0 5 8.6% 0.0% 
3 75 67 8 0 0.0% 10.7% 
4 83 91 0 6 6.6% 0.0% 
5 60 61 4 2 3.3% 6.7% 
 
3.6.2 Validation Results of the Algorithm to Create Vessel Map and Extract RCA 
ROIs 
The extracted RCA ROIs from the datasets listed in TAB. 4 were subjectively 
examined by a single reader to evaluate whether the ROIs were centered about the RCA 
location and whether the ROIs contained the completed vessel and motion artifacts 
regions. Of the 310 through-plane slices evaluated across the five datasets, all but one 
ROI were correctly centered at the correct RCA locations. All ROIs were found to 
contain the complete vessel and motion artifacts regions.  FIG. 34 (a) through (e) 
demonstrate one slice of each of the five datasets, with Figure 38 (f) displaying the only 
ROI in which the RCA is off-center. 
 
 
FIG. 34: Examples RCA ROIs output by the automated algorithm.  Figures (a) through 
(f) display one slice in each of the validation datasets.  Figure (f) is the only ROI in which 
the RCA is off center. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
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3.4.3 Validation Results of the Algorithm to Segment Vessel and Shading Artifacts 
Regions 
Segmentation validation results are shown in FIG. 35. The mean Dice coefficient 
across the 20 ROIs was 0.84 for the vessel region and 0.60 for the low-intensity shading 
region. 
 
 
FIG. 35: Validation results of the algorithms to segment the vessel and low intensity 
shading regions. For each pair of images, the left one shows the segmented region output 
by the algorithm, labeled with ‘A’, and the right image shows the ground truth 
segmentation, labeled with ‘G’. Segmented vessels are marked with black contours, and 
low-intensity shading regions are marked with white contours. Dice coefficients of vessel 
segmentation and low-intensity shading region segmentation are displayed at the top of 
the image pairs. 
The distribution of differences between the MAS calculated using the algorithm 
and ground-truth segmentations was fit to a normal distribution and found to have a mean 
of 0.06 and standard deviation of 0.1, as plotted in FIG. 36.  The 95% confidence interval 
was found to be between 0.016 to 0.104, suggesting that the segmentation algorithm 
resulted in less than 10% error in the MAS metric.  
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FIG. 36: The histogram of the difference in MAS values calculated using the ground-
truth and algorithm-generated segmentations for 20 RCA ROIs. The fitted normal curve 
is also displayed. 
 That the mean MAS difference across the 20 ROIs was greater than zero (0.06) 
demonstrates that the MAS calculated using ground-truth segmentation is, on average, 
6% higher than that calculated using the automated algorithm segmentation. Since a 
lower MAS represents more severe artifacts, this positive mean difference signifies that 
the automated segmentation overestimates the level of artifact severity by 6% on average. 
Further analysis calculated the difference in the FOR metrics obtained using ground-truth 
and algorithm segmentations and the differences in the LIRS metric obtained using 
ground-truth and algorithm segmentations.  The mean FOR difference of the 20 ROIs 
was -0.01, while mean LIRS difference was 0.07. Therefore, the MAS offset was mainly 
caused by the automated segmentation algorithm detecting more shading artifacts than 
the ground-truth segmentations. 
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3.6.4 Examples of Motion Artifact Quantification 
 The Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm outputs motion artifact metrics for 
every slice that contains the through-plane RCA. The MAS metric ranges from 0 to 1 for 
the MAS metric, with one indicating no motion artifacts and zero indicating the heaviest 
motion artifacts, i.e. higher metric values mean lower motion artifact level. FIG. 37 
through FIG. 39 are examples of Motion Artifact Quantification Algorithm results for 
varying levels of motion artifact. FIG. 37 presents an example of a dataset with generally 
low motion artifacts. The MAS across all slices ranges from 0.21 to 0.88. Mean and 
standard deviation of the MAS across all slices are 0.66 and 0.14 respectively. The 
example in FIG. 38 demonstrates a dataset with high motion artifacts. The MAS ranges 
from 0.08 to 0.8 for this dataset, with a mean and standard deviation of 0.38 and 0.19, 
respectively. The distal segment of the RCA in FIG. 39 contains higher level motion 
artifacts than the proximal segment. The mean MAS of the proximal 15 slices is 0.44, 
which is higher than the mean MAS of 0.31 for the distal 19 slices. Overall, the examples 
in FIG. 37 through FIG. 39 demonstrate a range of motion artifact levels across different 
patients, from low (FIG. 37) to medium (proximal segment of FIG. 39) to high motion 
artifacts (FIG. 38 and distal segment of FIG. 39). Accordingly, the mean MAS of these 
datasets/segment are, respectively, 0.66, 0.44, 0.38 0.31, which generally match the 
perceived level of motion artifact. These results suggest that the automated Motion 
Artifact Quantification algorithm, developed in this Aim, is applicable for absolute 
quantification of the motion artifact level across patients. 
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FIG. 37: The first example of Motion Artifact Quantification results on one datasets. This 
figure shows the RCA ROIs on every other through-plane slice with the left-top ROI 
displaying the most superior slice. The MAS is labeled on top of each ROI. This dataset 
contains low level of motion artifacts.  
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FIG. 38: The second example of Motion Artifact Quantification results on one datasets. 
This figure shows the RCA ROIs on every other through-plane slice with the left-top ROI 
displaying the most superior slice. The MAS is labeled on top of each ROI. This dataset 
contains high level of motion artifacts. 
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FIG. 39: The third example of Motion Artifact Quantification results on one datasets. 
This figure shows the RCA ROIs on every other through-plane slice with the left-top ROI 
displaying the most superior slice. The MAS is labeled on top of each ROI. The distal 
RCA segment contains high motion artifacts, while the proximal segment image quality is 
relative good. 
3.7 Discussion 
We used a combination of K-means clustering and morphological operations to 
segment the vessel region. The K-means clustering method classifies all pixels into four 
clusters based on pixel intensity.  The intensities of the pixels impact the resulting 
clusters. Therefore, the appearance of soft plaques, calcifications and stents may impact 
the identified clusters and the resulting segmentation. The plaque intensity is usually 
lower than the vessel, and thus is likely to be classified into the vessel blur cluster.  In this 
case, the segmentation would still be accurate because the plaque regions will merge with 
the identified vessel core region. But if the plaque is classified as part of the myocardium 
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cluster, then the final segmented regions would not include the plaque and induce under 
segmentation. Since the calcification and stent intensities are usually higher than the 
vessel, it is possible that some of the vessel may be identified as vessel blur or 
myocardium, the latter of which would result in under segmentation of the vessel region.  
One limitation of the study in Aim 2 is that the Motion Artifact Quantification 
algorithm doesn’t distinguish vessel shape deformation caused by motion artifacts and 
plaques. When plaques appear, the vessel will be narrowed. If the plaques are not 
segmented, as stated above, the vessels shape will be similar to a crescent shape as 
caused by vessel motion, thus the motion artifact level maybe overestimated. In addition, 
the Modified American Heart Association (AHA) classification [50], [51], [52] of the plaques 
contained in the clinical image dataset are unknown and were not considered in this 
study, therefore, how the plaques impact motion artifact quantification by the FOR and 
LIRS metrics is unknown and an interesting area of future work. 
3.8 Conclusion 
This study developed a series of algorithms to quantify motion artifact level on 
clinical CCTA images, including algorithms to identify slices that contain the through-
plane RCA, extract RCA ROIs, segment the vessel and shading artifact regions, and 
calculate the metrics of Fold Overlap Ratio (FOR), Low-Intensity Region Score (LIRS) 
and Motion Artifact Score (MAS).  
Each step of the motion quantification algorithm was validated. Five datasets 
were selected to validate the identification of through-plane slices, vessel map and RCA 
ROI extraction algorithms. The mean false discovery rate and false negative rate were 
9.2% and 3.8% which suggests that the risks of either identify in-plane slices as through-
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plane and missing through-plane slices are low. The algorithm to identify RCA ROIs 
identified 310 correct RCA locations, with only one miscentered RCA ROI. The results 
suggest reliable vessel map generation. Vessel and shading artifacts segmentation 
algorithms were validated by Dice coefficients. The mean Dice coefficients for the 
segmentation validation study were 0.84 (vessel segmentation) and 0.60 (shading artifacts 
segmentation). The MAS metric calculated using the ground truth segmented regions and 
the algorithm segmented regions are in good agreement, with 95% confidence that the 
MAS error due to segmentation error is within the range of 0.016 to 0.104.  
The output of the Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm is a motion artifact 
score for each slice that contains the through-plane RCA. This output may be useful for 
some motion artifact reduction approaches such as motion correction algorithms and 
motion compensation reconstruction algorithms. For other applications, it may be 
necessary to aggregate the MAS scores across slices to quantify the overall motion 
artifact level of the completed datasets, which is the subject of Aim 3. 
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CHAPTER 4: AIM 3: DEVELOP AND VALIDATE MOTION IQ DECISION 
ALGORITHM 
4.1 Introduction 
In the Aim 2 study, the Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm outputs the 
Motion Artifact Score (MAS) for each image slice that was identified as containing the 
through-plane RCA. The MAS metric quantifies the motion artifact level on each slice, 
and may need to be aggregated for some applications to quantify the overall motion 
artifact level of the dataset. For example, when applying the metrics to identify the phase 
with best image quality within multiple phases available from one exam, the metrics on 
all through-plane slices should be aggregated to one or more parameter(s) for each phase, 
such that the optimal phase with best overall image can be selected.   
This Aim developed a method of aggregating the metrics on each slice for a 
specific application: automated decision of whether a CCTA dataset is of sufficient image 
quality or requires further motion correction.  This algorithm is referred to as ‘Motion IQ 
Decision Algorithm’ in this work. 
This automated Motion IQ Decision algorithm could be beneficial for assessing 
and comparing motion correction techniques.  The automated motion artifact decision 
method could also potentially improve workflow by enabling automatic application of 
motion correction only for datasets that need correction, while potentially minimizing 
computation time for studies of adequate diagnostic quality, as previously proposed 
motion correction algorithms require multiple or iterative reconstructions. [31]  
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4.2 Motion IQ Decision Algorithm 
Motion artifacts may appear on every slice of a vessel, or only a segment of the 
vessel, as depicted by FIG. 40. Either condition can cause the dataset to be undiagnostic 
and require motion artifact correction.  Therefore, the Motion IQ Decision algorithm is 
designed to identify vessel segments with unsatisfactory image quality and then to 
determine whether the magnitude of the artifact severity and the length of the degraded 
vessel are large enough to cause the dataset to be undiagnostic.  
 
 
FIG. 40: Depiction of the RCA with a segment containing severe motion artifacts 
In the first step of the algorithm, the MAS score in each slice is compared with a 
threshold TMAS. Slices with MAS less than TMAS are identified as containing severe motion 
artifacts. If there are N continuous slices that were identified as containing severe 
artifacts, each with slice thickness of w mm, then this dataset contains a segment of 
length of L=wN with severe motion artifacts. This study adopts the criteria that the 
dataset is of inadequate image quality (i.e., needs correction) if the length of RCA with 
severe motion artifacts (MAS< TMAS) is more than a threshold, L>TL_RCA_MAS. TL_RCA_MAS 
is referred to as artifact length threshold in this study. TMAS and TL_RCA_MAS were 
The segment contains 
severe motion artifact 
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determined by Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) techniques in this study, as will 
be described in the following sections. 
4.3 Reader Study on Clinical CCTA Datasets 
The thirty CCTA datasets described in Section 3.4 were used to train and validate 
the Motion IQ Decision algorithm.  Each CCTA dataset, consisting of a volume of 
images at one phase and for one patient, was evaluated independently by three radiologist 
readers specializing in cardiothoracic or body imaging. For each dataset, the readers were 
asked to grade the motion artifact level of each coronary artery (RCA, LCX, LAD) on a 
scale of 0 to 5, with 0 indicating no artifact and 5 indicating severe artifact level.  For 
each coronary artery, the readers also were asked to decide whether each dataset was of 
sufficient motion quality or required additional motion correction.  The majority opinion 
of the readers about whether the RCA image quality was adequate or needed correction 
was considered as the ground truth decision. The average reader score for each coronary 
artery was also calculated to verify the assumption that the RCA represents the motion 
artifact level of the whole dataset. 
4.4 Determination of Motion IQ Decision Thresholds through ROC Analysis 
Fifteen of the CCTA datasets were randomly selected as training datasets to 
determine the Motion IQ Decision algorithm thresholds described in Section 4.2. 
The training datasets were input to the Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm 
(Aim 2), which output, for each dataset, the MAS score for each image slice identified as 
containing the through-plane RCA.  The Motion IQ Decision algorithm was performed 
with the MAS threshold, TMAS, varied between 0 to 1.0 with an increment of 0.05, and the 
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threshold of length of motion artifact segment, TL_RCA_MAS, fixed at 3.75 mm (which is 
equivalent to six times the slice thickness). Datasets were identified as being of 
inadequate image quality (‘needing correction’) if the MAS was less then TMAS for a 
vessel segment of length greater than TL_RCA_MAS.  The algorithm decision of whether the 
dataset was of adequate image quality or needed correction was compared to the majority 
reader opinion for the RCA vessel, with true positives, true negatives, false negatives, 
and false positive results defined in TAB. 5. The True Positive Rate (TPR), was 
calculated as the ratio of true positive to all positive results determined by the readers:  
𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁).     (30)  
The False Positive Rate (FPR) was calculated as false positive results divided by all 
negative results determined by the readers: 
𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃/(𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁).     (31)  
 Both true positive and true negative results are the correct decision, thus the accuracy is 
defined as the sum of true positive and true negative divided by the total number of 
studies. The ROC curve was generated by plotting the TPR versus the FPR for each TMAS 
threshold value.   
 
TAB. 5: True condition and predicted condition definition for Motion IQ Decision 
algorithm validation 
  Algorithm Results 
  
Need 
correction 
Adequate IQ 
R
ea
d
er
s 
D
ec
is
io
n
s 
Needs 
correction 
True positive 
(TP) 
False negative 
(FN) 
Adequate IQ 
False positive 
(FP) 
True negative 
(TN) 
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The ROC analysis was then repeated with the TL_RCA_MAS fixed at each of 5 mm 
(eight times the slice thickness), 6.25 mm (10 times the slice thickness), and 7.5 mm (12 
times the slice thickness), with the TMAS, varied between 0 to 1.0.  The tested TL_RCA_MAS 
range of 3.75 mm to 7.5 mm was selected as it represents the segment length of small 
lesions. [49] For each ROC curve, the point which gives the most accuracy, i.e. the highest 
sum of true positive and true negative, was selected as the optimal TMAS setting for that 
specific motion artifact length threshold setting. 
After generating the ROC curves for each of the four motion artifact length 
threshold settings, TL_RCA_MAS, the ROC curve with the highest accuracy was identified, 
and the most accurate combination of TL_RCA_MAS and TMAS thresholds identified the final 
Motion IQ Decision artifact thresholds. 
4.5 Evaluation of the Motion IQ Decision algorithm 
After the MAS threshold, TMAS, and artifact length threshold, TL_RCA_MAS, were 
identified by ROC analysis on the 15 training datasets, the Motion IQ Decision 
Algorithm was performed on the 15 testing datasets. The algorithm decision was 
compared with the ground truth expert decisions. Sensitivity, specificity and overall 
accuracy were calculated and considered as indicators of Motion IQ Decision Algorithm 
performance. 
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4.6 Results 
4.6.1 Thresholds determined by ROC technique 
The ROC curves resulting from the threshold parameter sweeps are shown in FIG. 
41, with the artifact length threshold (TL_RCA_MAS) set to 3.75 mm, 5 mm, 6.25mm and 7.5 
mm in Figures (a) through (d). For each ROC curve, TPR and FPR were calculated with 
MAS threshold varied between to 0 to 1 with 0.5 step, i.e. 21 points are on each ROC 
curve. In some cases, two thresholds resulted in the same TPR and FPR, causing the 
points to overlap on the curve. The accuracy of the overlapped points is also the same. Of 
the 15 training datasets, 10 were determined as needing correction (true condition 
positive) by the readers and the remaining five datasets were determined as adequate IQ 
(true condition negative). Since the TPR is the ratio of true positive results to true 
condition positive, the TPR discretization on the ROC curves is 0.1. The FPR is the ratio 
of false positive to the true condition negative, the FPR discretization is 0.2. The solid 
point on each ROC curve is the one that gives the highest number of true positive plus 
true negatives, i.e. the highest accuracy of the Motion IQ Decision. The points with 
highest accuracy on FIG. 41 (a) are (TMAS, TL_RCA_MAS) equal to (0.45, 3.75 mm) and (0.5, 
3.75 mm), with accuracy of 80.0%.  The highest accuracy points on FIG. 41 (b) and (c) 
are (0.5, 5 mm), (0.6, 6.25 mm), with accuracy of 80%. When the artifact length 
threshold (TL_RCA_MAS) was 7.25 mm, accuracy of 66.7% was obtained when the MAS 
threshold was greater than 0.6. To summarize, TMAS and TL_RCA_MAS combinations of 
(0.45, 3.75 mm), (0.5, 3.75 mm), (0.5, 5 mm) and (0.6, 6.25 mm) all give the highest 
accuracy of 80%.  
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FIG. 41. The ROC Curves. The ROC curves corresponding to artifact length threshold 
values of (a) 3.75 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 6.25mm and (d) 7.5 mm. On each ROC curve, the 
solid point gives the most accuracy (the highest sum of true positive and true negative), 
and the asterisk point corresponds to the lowest threshold that provides a sensitivity of 
one. 
The Motion IQ Decision algorithm may be useful as a task-based evaluation and 
comparison of different motion artifact reduction techniques. For this application, the 
thresholds that yield the highest accuracy are desired. Another potential application of the 
Motion IQ Decision algorithm is to automatically send datasets with insufficient image 
quality for correction, while saving the computation time if motion correction is not 
needed. When we select TMAS and TL_RCA_MAS by above “highest accuracy” strategy, some 
datasets that need correction are missed. Since the cost of missing a dataset that needs 
correction is greater than the cost of unnecessarily correcting a dataset, another option for 
this application is to adopt a “low risk” strategy. This strategy selects the lowest TMAS that 
yields a sensitivity of one.  This low-risk strategy ensures that datasets that require 
(d) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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correction are identified although with a potential increase in the number of false 
negative datasets that will be unnecessarily corrected. The “low risk” points on FIG. 41 
are marked with asterisks. For FIG. 41 (c), the highest accuracy strategy and the low risk 
strategy selected the same point. Therefore, over the four combinations of TMAS and 
TL_RCA_MAS above, (0.6, 6.25 mm) is selected as it not only gives the most accuracy but 
also the highest sensitivity. 
4.6.2 Motion IQ decision algorithm performance 
The fifteen testing clinical datasets were input to the Motion IQ Decision 
algorithm, with the identified thresholds of (TMAS, TL_RCA_MAS) equal to (0.6, 6.25 mm).  
Of the 15 testing datasets, nine datasets were determined as needing correction by the 
readers. All nine datasets were correctly identified as needing correction by Motion IQ 
Decision algorithm. The algorithm correctly identified five of the six datasets determined 
by the readers to have adequate image quality. Overall, the sensitivity was 100%, the 
specificity was 83.3%, and the total accuracy was 93.3% (see TAB. 6). 
 
TAB. 6: Motion IQ Decision algorithm validation results with TMAS=0.6, TL_RCA_MAS=6.25 
mm 
Reader’s decision 
(number of datasets) 
Motion IQ decision output (number of datasets) 
Need correction Adequate IQ 
Need correction 9 9 (100%) 0 (0%) 
Adequate IQ 6 1 (16.7%) 5 (83.3%) 
 
FIG. 42, FIG. 43 and FIG. 44 demonstrate examples of Motion IQ Decision results, 
the examples are the same as shown in FIG. 37 through FIG. 39. Since the image thickness 
is 0.625 mm, the maximum segment length that was identified by the algorithm as having 
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severe motion artifacts was 3.75 mm, 27.5 mm and 38.75 mm for the three examples in 
FIG. 42 through FIG. 44 respectively. The first example was determined as “adequate 
image quality” by the both the readers and the algorithm, while the last two examples were 
determined as “need correction” by readers and the algorithm. FIG. 45 is the one false 
negative result, for which the reader decision was “adequate image quality.” The algorithm 
decision was “need correction” by the Motion IQ Decision algorithm as the length of the 
RCA containing severe artifacts exceeded the artifact length threshold of 5 mm. 
 
 
FIG. 42: The first example of Motion IQ Decision results for one dataset. This figure 
shows the RCA ROIs on every other through-plane slice with the left-top ROI displaying 
the most superior slice.  The RCA ROIs marked with a triangle were determined as 
“contain severe motion artifacts” by Motion IQ Decision algorithm as the MAS were less 
than the threshold TMAS equals to 0.6. This dataset contains low level of motion artifacts 
and was determined as having sufficient image quality for diagnosis by both the readers 
and Motion IQ Decision algorithm. 
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FIG. 43: The second example of Motion IQ Decision results for one datasets. This figure 
shows the RCA ROIs on every other through-plane slice with the left-top ROI displaying 
the most superior slice. The RCA ROIs marked with a triangle were determined as 
“contain severe motion artifacts” by Motion IQ Decision algorithm as the MAS were less 
than the threshold TMAS equals to 0.6. This dataset contains high level of motion 
artifacts, was determined as needing further motion correction by both the readers and 
the Motion IQ Decision algorithm. 
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FIG. 44: The third example of Motion IQ Decision results for one dataset. This figure 
shows the RCA ROIs on every other through-plane slice with the left-top ROI displaying 
the most superior slice. The MAS is labeled on top of each ROI. The RCA ROIs marked 
with a triangle were determined as “contain severe motion artifacts” by Motion IQ 
Decision algorithm as the MAS were less than the threshold TMAS equals to 0.6. The 
distal RCA segment contains high motion artifacts, while the proximal segment image 
quality is relative good. This dataset was determined as needing motion correction by 
both the readers Motion IQ Decision algorithm. 
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FIG. 45: The fourth example of Motion IQ Decision results for one dataset. This figure 
shows the RCA ROIs on every through-plane slice with the left-top ROI displaying the 
most superior slice. The MAS is labeled on top of each ROI. The RCA ROIs marked with 
a triangle were determined as “contain severe motion artifacts” by Motion IQ Decision 
algorithm as the MAS were less than the threshold TMAS equals to 0.6. The readers 
determine this dataset as sufficient image quality while Motion IQ Decision algorithm 
identified this dataset as needing correction as its length of “contain severe motion 
artifacts” was 16.875 mm, longer than threshold of 5 mm. 
4.7 Validation of the Assumption that the RCA Sufficiently Represents Overall 
Motion Artifact Level  
Throughout the development of the Motion Artifact Quantification and Motion IQ 
Decision algorithm, we assumed that the RCA motion artifact level represents the whole 
the motion artifact level of the entire dataset. This assumption was based on a previous 
study that determined that the RCA velocities, both mean velocity and instantaneous 
(b) 
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velocity, are faster than the LAD and the LCX. [19] According to the observer study 
results in the current study, this assumption is true for most, but not all of the datasets. 
For 24 of the 30 datasets, the readers rated the RCA motion artifact level as more severe 
than the left vessels. Of the 23 datasets that were determined as needing correction by the 
readers, 20 were rated as needing correction for the RCA. For the other three datasets, the 
RCA had no or minor motion artifacts while the left vessels were identified as needing 
correction by the readers. 
4.8 Discussions 
As the results of section 5.3 show, (TMAS, TL_RCA_MAS) equal to (0.45, 3.75 mm), 
(0.5, 3.75 mm), (0.5, 5 mm) and (0.6, 6.25 mm) all give the same accuracy of 80%. The 
results suggest that different combinations of TMAS and TL_RCA_MAS can give the same 
maximum accuracy, demonstrating some robustness in the algorithm to threshold 
parameter selection. The results are based on the 15 training datasets, and errors in the 
optimal threshold selection may occur due to the limited number of datasets. With more 
training datasets, the ROC curves will be smoother than FIG. 41, potentially yielding 
different optimal MAS and artifact length threshold values. We selected a MAS threshold 
of 0.6 and artifact length threshold of 6.25 mm because these parameters met not only the 
highest accuracy strategy but also the lowest risk strategy. Theoretically, the low-risk 
strategy MAS threshold for a specific TL_RCA_MAS is equal to or greater than that of most 
accuracy strategy. In summary, with more training datasets, a unique optimal MAS 
threshold and artifact length threshold could be selected for both most accuracy strategy 
and low risk strategy, and the thresholds are likely different for the two strategies. The 
strategy must be carefully selected for a specific application.  
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Further investigation was performed to analyze the reason for the Motion IQ 
Decision algorithm failure for the one dataset displayed in FIG. 45. The proximal 
segment of RCA in this dataset has lower level of motion artifacts than the distal 
segment, although the MAS of the proximal images represented by the top two rows of 
FIG. 45 was 0.38.  This result suggests that the proximal segment motion artifact level 
was overestimated by the algorithm for this case. FIG. 46 shows the segmentation regions 
of this dataset, in which the low intensity shading artifacts are overestimated in some 
cases, similar to the results of the shading region segmentation validation study in Section 
3.6.3. In the distal RCA segment, the algorithm also determined a segment length of 
severe motion artifacts above the threshold, but in this distal segment the segmentation 
results were appropriate.  Over the three readers who determined the ground-truth motion 
artifact level, two readers thought the RCA in this dataset was of sufficient image quality, 
while the other reader determined it as needing correction. Because the low-risk strategy 
was adopted to determine the Motion IQ Decision parameters, the datasets of no 
consensus among the readers were more likely determined as needing correction, as 
occurred for this one dataset. 
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FIG. 46: The segmentations of the example of Motion IQ Decision results in FIG. 45. 
This figure shows the RCA ROIs on every through-plane slice with the left-top ROI 
displaying the most superior slice. The MAS is labeled on top of each ROI. The 
segmented vessel and shading regions are marked with red and green contours, 
respectively. Two readers determined this dataset as sufficient image quality, the other 
reader determined it as needing correction. Motion IQ Decision algorithm incorrectly 
identified this dataset as needing correction. 
The algorithms developed in this work assumed that the through-plane RCA 
segment represents the motion artifact level for all coronary arteries.  This assumption 
was based on a previous study that demonstrated that the RCA vessel has higher velocity 
than the left velocities. [34] The results of our current study suggest that this assumption is 
true most but not all of the time.  Of the 23 datasets that were determined as needing 
correction by the readers, 20 were rated as needing correction for the RCA, while three 
datasets were rated as needing correction for only the left vessels. Velocity is not the only 
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factor impacting the extent of the motion artifacts. Other factors, including both patient 
and scanner factors affect the motion artifact severity, for example vessel diameter, 
intensity and gantry start angle. If calcification is present on left vessels, the high 
intensity makes shading around the vessel and the vessel deformation more severe. The 
severity of motion artifact also depends on the direction of the motion relative to the 
projection direction.  The direction of motion of the LAD and LCX vessels may be such 
that the artifacts appear more severe than the RCA, despite the potentially lower velocity 
of the left vessels. The algorithms developed in this work could be improved by 
extending the algorithms to the left vessels.   
4.9 Conclusion 
This Aim demonstrated applying the Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm to 
decide whether a CCTA dataset is of sufficient image quality or requires motion 
correction. The MAS threshold and artifact length threshold were selected as 0.6 and 
0.625 mm by ROC technique to provide both the highest accuracy and the highest 
sensitivity in the training set. The Motion IQ Decision algorithm was evaluated using 15 
datasets. The sensitivity of the Motion IQ Decision algorithm was 100%, specificity was 
83.3% and the total accuracy was 93.3%.  The Motion IQ Decision algorithm provided 
the correct decision in all but one dataset.  In the one dataset with incorrect decision, the 
algorithm and one reader classified the dataset as needing correction, while the majority 
of two readers classified the dataset as having sufficient image quality. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
The goal of this dissertation was to develop and validate metrics and algorithms to 
quantify the level of motion artifact on CCTA datasets. The metrics aim to quantify the 
absolute motion artifact level across different patient studies, and thus are designed to be 
independent of vessel size, vessel contrast, image noise and spatial resolution. The 
metrics and algorithms could be used to improve current motion reduction techniques 
such as motion compensation techniques and algorithms to determine the lowest-motion 
phase. The absolute Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm also enables evaluating and 
comparing motion reduction techniques across different patients.  In this work, the 
algorithms were applied to determine whether a dataset is of sufficient image quality or 
requires motion correction. 
5.1 Summary of findings 
Based on the results of this dissertation, all specific aims in Section 1.7 were 
completed. The performance of four existing motion artifact metrics: positivity, 
normalized circularity, and gray-level co-occurrence matrix, and two novel metrics: fold 
over rate (FOR) and low intensity region score (LIRS), evaluated for quantifying the 
absolute level of motion artifact across varying conditions (Section 2.2). A compound 
motion artifact score (MAS) was also investigated. Observer studies were performed to 
establish ground-truth motion artifact level of phantom and clinical images. Clinical 
image ground-truth segmentations were obtained by trained readers as well. (Section 2.5). 
The metrics of FOR, LIRS and MAS demonstrated both good Kendall’s Tau coefficient 
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and linearity to the ground-truth, and were selected for further application in Aim 2 and 
Aim 3 (Section 2.5). 
In the study of Aim 2, an algorithm to automatically quantify motion artifact level 
on clinical CCTA images was developed and validated. The motion quantification 
algorithm (section 3.2, 3.2) included a series of steps to identify slices that contain the 
through-plane RCA, create RCA vessel map, extract RCA ROIs, segment the vessel and 
shading artifacts, and calculate the metrics identified in Aim 1. Each step of the motion 
quantification algorithm was carefully validated with clinical datasets. For the steps 
described in Section 3.2, the algorithms’ outputs were compared with the results made by 
trained readers, demonstrating that the developed algorithms were effective (Section 3.6). 
The vessel and shading artifact segmentation algorithms were validated using the Dice 
coefficient which calculates the portion of overlap between the algorithm segmentation 
regions and ground-truth segmentation regions. The MAS metric calculated based on 
ground-truth segmentation and algorithm segmentation regions were compared, 
demonstrating that with 95% confidence, the automated segmentation algorithms 
calculate the MAS metric to within 10% error (Section 3.6). 
Aim 3 demonstrated one application of the Motion Artifact Quantification 
algorithm: automated decision of whether a CCTA dataset is of sufficient image quality 
for diagnosis or requires further motion correction (Section 4.2). To validate the Motion 
IQ Decision algorithm, an observer study of 30 CCTA datasets was performed to obtain 
the ground-truth IQ decision (Section 4.2). The method and parameters of aggregating 
metrics on each slice was developed by ROC analysis (Section 4.2). The results of Aim 3 
demonstrated that the developed Motion IQ Decision algorithm provided 93.3% accuracy 
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(Section 4.4). The Motion IQ Decision algorithm provided the correct decision in all but 
one dataset.  In the one dataset with incorrect decision, the algorithm and one reader 
classified the dataset as needing correction, while the majority of two readers classified 
the dataset as having sufficient image quality. 
5.2 Limitations 
One limitation of this study is that all datasets were collected in axial scanning 
mode and reconstructed with the filtered back projection method. The metrics were not 
evaluated in the presence of helical artifacts.  However, with the advent of scanners with 
160mm of coverage, the entire heart can be captured in a single axial scan. This 
eliminates the need for helical cardiac scanning and the subsequent risk of helical 
artifacts. As seen in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, the images used for validation contained a wide 
range of motion artifact presentations so as to provide a variety of artifacts for validation 
despite the limitation of evaluation on one scanner.  The clinical study used images 
reconstructed from varying heart rates and anatomical configurations, as well as different 
pixel spacing, contrast and noise levels to mitigate this limitation.  
Another limitation of this study is that the Motion Artifact Quantification 
algorithm doesn’t distinguish vessel shape deformation caused by motion artifacts and 
plaques. The appearance of soft plaque may result in overestimation of the motion artifact 
level. In addition, how each of the Modified American Heart Association (AHA) 
classification plaques [50], [51], [52] impact motion artifact quantification by the FOR and 
LIRS metrics is unknown and an interesting area of future work. 
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5.3 Future Directions 
The Motion Artifact Quantification algorithm was based on the RCA through-
plane segment because we assume that the RCA motion artifacts level is higher than the 
left vessels because of the faster RCA velocity. The results of this study demonstrated 
good algorithm performance, even though this assumption was not true in every dataset. 
Three of the 30 CCTA datasets were determined as needing correction due to only 
motion in the left vessels.  Therefore, future improvements could be obtained by applying 
the developed algorithms to left-vessel motion artifact evaluation, which may potentially 
be possible with minimal modifications.  The vessel map algorithm should be directly 
applicable to the left vessels, using candidate points from our previous work. [26]  Since 
the left vessels are generally of smaller diameter than the RCA, it may be beneficial to 
reduce the ROI size.  Since the FOR and LIRS metrics were designed to be independent 
of vessel size and were validated for a range of vessel sizes in this study, the metrics 
should also be directly applicable to left vessel evaluation.  Future work is needed to 
validate the performance of the algorithms for left vessel evaluation.  
Further improvement of the algorithm could also be obtained by quantifying the 
level of motion artifact severity in the in-plane vessel segments. In these regions, the 
cross-sectional image of a static vessel is not circular.  However, the FOR metric could 
be adapted to measure vessel deformation by quantifying symmetry across the long and 
short axes of the vessel region.  The LIRS metric may still be useful for quantifying low-
intensity shading in these regions. The vessel ROI size should be modified to contain the 
complete in-plane vessel and shading regions. Another potential approach for quantifying 
motion artifact for the in-plane vessels is to reconstruct images perpendicular to the 
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vessel orientation. If such reformatted images can be obtained, in which the static vessel 
appears circular, the current segmentation algorithms and metrics could be directly 
applied to quantify motion artifact for these vessel segments. The challenge in this 
approach would be segmenting the vessels or extracting vessel centerlines, especially in 
the presence of motion artifacts. 
All images in this study were reconstructed by filtered back projection 
reconstruction.  The use of iterative reconstruction algorithms is growing in the clinic.  
Iterative reconstruction algorithms can result in different noise levels, noise textures, and 
spatial resolution, compared to filtered back projection.  An interesting area of future 
investigation is evaluating the performance of the developed algorithms for images 
reconstructed by iterative reconstruction algorithms.   
Aim 3 presents a preliminary study of the Motion IQ Decision algorithm with 
only 30 datasets. ROC analysis was performed to determine the two algorithm thresholds.  
Because the ROC technique is a statistical method, more effective thresholds could be 
determined with more datasets.  Additional evaluation with more CCTA datasets would 
provide a more accurate assessment of algorithm performance.   
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